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Welcome to Art & Museum Magazine. This
publication is a supplement for Family Office
Magazine, the only publication in the world
dedicated to the Family Office space. We have
a readership of over 46,000 comprising of some
of the wealthiest people in the world and their
advisors. Many have a keen interest in the arts,
some are connoisseurs and other are investors.
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Many people do not understand the role of
a Family Office. This is traditionally a private
wealth management office that handles the
investments, governance and legal regulation
for a wealthy family, typically those with over
£100m + in assets.
Art & Museum is distributed with Family Office

WELCOME

Derek Culley
Rainbows in the Moonlight

Magazine and will also appear at many of
the largest finance, banking and Family
Office Events around the World.
Media Kit. - www.ourmediakit.co.uk
We recently formed several strategic
partnerships with organisations including
The British Art Fair and Russian Art
Week. Prior to this we have attended and
covered many other international art fairs
and exhibitions for our other publications.
We are very receptive to new ideas for
stories and editorials. We understand
that one person’s art is another person’s
poison, and this is one of the many ideas
we will explore in the upcoming issues of
‘Art & Museum’ Magazine.
www.familyofficemag.com
www.art-museum.com
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Michael James Talbot
Michael James Talbot is regarded as one of the best
figurative sculptors alive today, with an increasing
worldwide following, helped in recent years with
successful showings of his work in London, Barcelona,
Amsterdam, Maui, and California.
Talbot is a perfectionist, and his figurative artwork
is renowned for its exquisite detail and anatomical
precision. This accuracy and attention to detail was an
important factor in the Royal Ballet Collection, where
Talbot worked closely with several of the principal
dancers over a three-year period. Each sculpture is
carefully crafted to ensure the poise and posture of the
dancer is captured as precisely as possible.
In his early years, his perfectionist traits were sometimes
a hindrance to his creativity. “I used to carefully study
the play of different materials and meticulously recreate
every aspect of the weight, tension, and hang of the
material in my sculpture, agonising over how to sculpt
the edge of a drape where a foot protruded from
beneath, trying to balance realism with the aesthetic of
the piece.”
Michael’s
“Emergent
Collection”
beautifully
demonstrates that he is no longer troubled with the
same anxieties. “I like to think this particular style of
sculpting is a more mature and enlightened approach to
such problems.”
In this collection, he introduces a flat plain to balance
and divide the fully sculpted figure and disregard the
formal studied limitations of the drapery. “Where a foot
protrudes from the plain, the foot simply emerges, as if
emerging from a pool of still water. With this technique
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I can focus on the beauty in the gesture or movement,
without being hampered by physical reality – because it
makes no sense, it makes perfect sense.”
Many of Talbot’s sculptures exude elegance and
tranquillity, whilst in others he manages to instill drama
and movement. Like all good art, Talbot’s sculptures
leave the observer to interpret from each piece the
story or meaning that resonates with their own personal
emotions. “Sculpture for me, is essentially a theatrical
construction, an attempt to show and illuminate a
chosen moment in time. I like to give my sculptures
choreography of form, tension, and balance, to lead the
eye and capture a moment in time. Sometimes I work
with the fragment form rather than an entire figure, this
is a favourite artistic device, often inspired by shadows
of the model on the studio wall – because sometimes,
less is more.”
Talbot was born in Staffordshire, in the north of England,
in 1959. After completing a BA honours degree in
Sculpture, he gained a scholarship to the Royal Academy
of Arts in London for post graduate study in 1980,
winning the coveted Landseer prize in 1983. He studied
further at The Sir Henry Doulton Sculpture School under
Colin Melbourne ARCA and Dame Elizabeth Frink RA.
Michael was elected a member of the Royal Society
of British Sculptors in 1997. He was elected a member
of the National Sculpture Society (USA) in 2012. The
inspiration for Talbot’s work has always been the human
form and its dramatic poetry. It is this, together with
his exquisite skills, that make his work so individual,
intricate, and beautiful.

www.magazine-art.com
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Caveat Emptor
Authenticity vs. Provenance History
by Aubrey Catrone, Proper Provenance LLC

Egon Schiele, Woman Hiding Her Face, 1912
(Courtesy of Collection Grünbaum)
Authenticity: a facet of the art market we both take for granted and seek
to ensure when purchasing art objects. It governs how viewers interpret
art. It alters price. It solidifies reputations and investments. But what
does the promise of authenticity truly mean within the secondary art
market?
Obtaining a Certificate of Authenticity (CoA) with your art purchase,
whether it be Etruscan antiquities or early-twentieth-century Austrian
Expressionist works, carries the connotation of rightful ownership.
It justifies purchase. By definition, CoAs promise exactly what their
title suggests: authenticity. This means the purchased object matches
sales-floor advertisements, with an assertion of artist, date of creation,
materials, and source of purchase. It’s a promise that what you bought
is real.
Without such a document, certain works become harder to reintroduce
into the secondary market. Catalogues raisonnés can serve as secondary
sources of verification. Certain artist committees offer the opportunity
to review your work, determining if it belongs within that artist’s oeuvre
(e.g., Rodin, Chagall, Matisse, Picasso, formerly Andy Warhol, and many
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others). Connoisseurs divine the status of art objects.
Scientific analysis can even test for material quality
and status while also examining for hallmarks of
specific artists or cultures. Some international art fairs
conduct preliminary vetting to verify the authenticity
of the artworks offered for sale. Each of these avenues
available through the art market ensures that art is
real. But does authenticity circumvent all the pitfalls
that can accompany buying art in the twenty-firstcentury market? The simple answer is no.
In July 2019, a New York Appellate Court upheld its
decision to return two Nazi-looted Egon Schiele
watercolours entitled Woman in a Black Pinafore
(1911) and Woman Hiding Her Face (1912) to the heirs
of Franz Friedrich (“Fritz”) Grünbaum, an Austrian
Jewish cabaret performer who died in a concentration
camp in 1941. As the two works appear in Jane
Kallir’s 1998 catalogue raisonné, Egon Schiele: The
Complete Works, there has not been any question as
to their authenticity. Rather, insufficient information
surrounding the ownership history of the works,
previously owned by London art dealer Richard Nagy,
served as the basis for successful restitution. While
Nagy was in possession of a detailed provenance
history, the claimants raised questions surrounding
the initial transfer of ownership from Grünbaum. It
was ruled that Grünbaum never willingly gave up
ownership, thus rendering all subsequent owners
illegitimate. The New York Times also reported, on
July 10, 2019, that the restituted works were roughly
valued at $7 million USD, undoubtedly augmented by
their Holocaust-era provenance.
While questions of authenticity are a vital part of the
due diligence process, the aforementioned forays into
the confirmation of authenticity rarely touch upon
the history of individual art objects. For genuineness
alone does not confer clear title or legal ownership.
CoAs do not protect your investment. They do not tell
you if a piece was looted or stolen. Private and open
source databases offer the possibility to mitigate
purchasing illicit art objects. But they certainly cannot
track works that are never reported as missing. True
peace of mind is often only attainable through indepth research into the work’s ownership history.

Egon Schiele, Woman in a Black Pinafore, 1911
(Courtesy of Collection Grünbaum)

So, the next time you are offered an authentic art
object lacking a detailed collecting history, Caveat
Emptor. Buyer beware.
properprovenance.com

www.magazine-art.com
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to honor innovation and excellence in exhibition design,
historical context, educational value, and public appeal; to
develop the public’s interest and passion for fine art; and
to further its educational role in society.

The Global Fine Art Awards

Holm has achieved this by founding a non-profit eligible
to receive donations via the long-established arts service
organization Fractured Atlas. The program is gaining ever
more awareness through a series of glamorous events
that highlight its nominees and winners, hosted thus far in
Miami, San Francisco, New York, Dubai, London, and, like
everything else during the COVID-19 pandemic, online.

Celebrating Excellence Worldwide

GFAA’s scope is always broadening. In 2014, 62 projects
representing 18 countries were nominated for awards in
five categories. Just six years later, the 102 nominees in 13
categories reflected excellence in 24 countries. (Illustrated
here are moments from that cycle’s elegant awards
presentation, which was held in New York City.)

winners themselves in the spring of 2021. This
year’s 15 award categories are Contemporary
or Post-War (solo living artist, solo deceased
artist, and also theme/group), Impressionist
or Modern (solo artist, and also theme/
group); Renaissance, Baroque, Old Masters, or
Dynasties (solo artist, and also theme/group);
Ancient Art; Public Art; Design; Photography;
Fringe; Global Planet; Global Humanity; and
the newest – and very timely – category,
Best Digital Exhibition or Online Education
Program.
Later in the process, two additional awards
— Youniversal and YOU-2 – will be presented
to the nominees that receive the most public
votes. (Voting occurs via the GFAA website and
social media channels.)
A RIGOROUS PROCESS

GFAA Founder and CEO Judy Holm (right) congratulates Getty Foundation Acting Director Joan Weinstein (left), who accepted
several awards on behalf of the J. Paul Getty Museum (Los Angeles) and also patron Suzanne Deal Booth (center), who supported the
Youniversal Award-winning project Rodney McMillian: Against a Civic Death (The Contemporary Austin, Texas).

By Mara Sfara

Because GFAA has always been digital-minded, its
seventh edition is proceeding undeterred by the global
pandemic. On July 31, the project team received the last of
the incoming nominations for exhibitions and installations
that had opened between August 1, 2019 and July 31,
2020. Since then, the judges have made their decisions.
This year’s jury consisted of Savita Apte (art historian
and lecturer, Singapore); Dean Phelus (American Alliance
of Museums, Washington, D.C.); James M. Bradburne
(Pinacoteca di Brera and Biblioteca Braidense, Milan); Gina
Costa (independent art historian and curator, Chicago);
and Joe Lin-Hill (Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo).
The nominees they selected will be announced publicly
on Thursday, October 15, via Facebook Live, and the

Consider how hard art professionals work to conceive and
organize their temporary exhibitions and installations of art
and design, and also how much money is spent to mount and
tour them. Now ask yourself: how are the best of these projects
honored, after the lights have dimmed and the loaned artworks
have headed home?
Oddly, in a world teeming with award ceremonies for seemingly
every possible artistic activity (think “Oscars”), there is no
program that recognizes such exhibitions. Fortunately, the
annual Global Fine Art Awards (GFAA) initiative was launched
in 2014 by its President and CEO, Judy Holm, who specializes
in arts and culture.
Having discerned this glaring gap in the field, Holm has worked
tirelessly to create a new tradition that fulfills specific objectives:
to recognize the best curated fine art and design exhibitions in
museums, galleries, art fairs, biennials, and public installations;
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The sheer quantity of exhibitions mounted
worldwide each year is literally countless, so
inevitably GFAA’s process for determining
nominees and winners will always be
somewhat subjective, yet it does actually
possess a degree of scientific rigor. A broad
set of criteria is utilized to research and assess
the prospective nominees, with continuous
review of more than 50 sources of print and
online editorial and critiques. Through them,
more than 200 museums and 2,000 exhibitions
are vetted by members of the Art Research
Committee (chaired by Californian Kimberly
Lin), who also offer personalized assessments
based on their own exhibition viewing.
As noted earlier, GFAA gladly accepts
nominations from any member of the public.
The Nominating Committee (chaired by
New York’s Betsie Piussan) reviews the slate
prepared by the Art Research Committee, then
presents its findings and final approvals to the
judges. The judges modify and select the final
slate of nominees, then vote on the winners.

Mario Mainetti, Head of Research and Publication at the
Fondazione Prada (Milan), accepts the award for Best
Impressionist, or Modern – Theme/Group for the exhibition
Post Zang Tumb Tuuum: Art Life Politics: Italia 1918–1943.
Behind him is gala emcee and GFAA advisor Dean Phelus
(American Alliance of Museums).

Needless to say, judges may not vote for any
entry with which they have a conflict of interest.
Geography, institutional size, and diversity
of artists’ ethnicity and gender are essential
considerations within the process. An evergrowing percentage of the nominated artistcentric exhibitions feature women artists and
artists of color, and the nominees have ranged

www.magazine-art.com
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GFAA advisor Andrew Nicolls, GFAA Founder and CEO Judy Holm, and Peter Drummond-Hay, Chair of the American
Patrons of the National Library and Galleries of Scotland, who accepted the award for Best Renaissance, Baroque,
Old Masters, or Dynasties
in location from Beijing to Boston, from Melbourne
to Montreal. There is also a broad representation in
size, ranging from the world’s most heavily visited art
museums to much smaller organizations.
Judge Dean Phelus — who as Senior Director of
Leadership Programs and Special Events at the
American Alliance of Museums possesses a rare
bird’s-eye view of the field — notes that “this year’s
outstanding nominees will again demonstrate the
universal power of art to facilitate a sense of individual
and collective identity, enlighten through knowledge,
and nurture an understanding of our connections to
the world and to each other.”
Indeed, one of GFAA’s broader goals is to remind the
public that art holds the uniquely powerful capacity
to bring the world’s people together. In an era when
terrorists too often rob the world’s peoples of cultural

treasures in such places as Palmyra, Timbuktu, and
Bamiyan, the sharing of superb art through exhibitions
has inadvertently assumed added significance.
Their sheer variety, in subject and venue, is exactly
what GFAA has always intended to highlight. Pointing
out the commonalities that connect artistic projects
of great quality — and foregrounding the beauty,
intelligence, and good that all human beings are
capable of — is important work indeed.
Information: The 7th cycle of GFAA nominees will be
announced via Facebook Live on October 15. Please
visit globalfineartawards.org to learn more.
Mara Sfara is an artist and collector based in
Connecticut.
www.gfaa.org

Through Advocacy, Contributions, Volunteering
and Research, please join us.
www.advancingwomenartists.org
info@advancingwomenartists.org
advancingwomenartists

12
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available at short notice for all guests.
The experience is even more memorable
as the entire property is fully landscaped
with rare trees and plants that have
been imported from all over the world.
The gardens are designed with twenty
fountains, eight lakes and scenic walks in
this little slice of heaven where you can
lose yourself and relax.

by Tim Hale

A little slice of paradise

ES REVELLAR ART RESORT
For fine art for connoisseurs, art collectors,
art professionals or just art enthusiasts
there is a paradise dedicated to fine art on
the island of Mallorca in the Balearic Islands
Spain
This is a resort with a difference, nestled in the Island
of Mallorca, it is a museum that invites travellers to
discover an extraordinary art experience while enjoying
the peace and quiet of the Mediterranean climate. The
resort is situated in a private country estate, 600 years
old and covering 82,000 square metres on the outskirts
of Campos which is located on the southern part of
the Island of Mallorca and is a small market town in a
traditional agricultural area. It is a five-minute drive
from Es Trenc beach, which has been awarded one of
the best beaches in Europe.
The resort houses hundreds of sculptures, antiques,
paintings from all periods, hand carved Marble statutes
from Greek history, Roman columns and installations;
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including one dedicated to the last supper with lifesize wood carvings which can all be viewed by strolling
through the complex. This is one of the largest
collections of art in private hands to be found anywhere
in the world. There are over 2,600 works of art from
throughout human history. You will find culture, art
history and nature everywhere you turn in the 82,000
square meter resort.
The resort offers much more than sculptures and
paintings that adorn the walls of every apartment in
the complex. It also provides an exclusive holiday for
guests who want to make their trip an unforgettable
and enriching experience.
The complex consists of thirteen suites and two villas
which have beautiful stone walls and are designed
with a bright Mediterranean theme. You can expect
the usual facilities of a high-class hotel such as airconditioned rooms, a private bathroom with a bath or
shower and hairdryer, free toiletries and Wi-Fi access.
There is also a gym, and a masseuse is on hand and

You can view primitive art in the three
museum rooms, religious art at the
Chapel on the grounds and classic art
with Renaissance fountains and cubist
paintings by Picasso and Braque in a
special room aptly named the Cubist
Room. The entire property is full of
authenticity, personality and charm. A
place to discover unknown worlds and
submerge in a host of representations of
different styles and origins of art.
The abundance of sculptures that have
been modelled, carved and sculpted
in clay, stone, wood, metal or other
materials which represent figures of
people, animals or other objects of
nature.
The resort is located in an old “Mallorcan
possessio” and it has an authentic feel
to it. During its restoration, the original
structure and architectural elements
such as its columns, capitals and
polychrome covered ceilings are visible
throughout the common areas, as well
as some of the rooms that have been
preserved.
Truly memorable experiences only occur
a few times in our lives, if you visit ES
REVELLAR ART RESORT, you will have
another. This will not only enrich your
trip, but it will be the topic of discussion
at many a dinner table for years to come.
While you can relax by the pool, sip a
drink at the bar or have a snack at the
restaurant, you can also opt for one of
the tours with the trained guides. The
tours take approximately two hours
and encompass a guided walk through

www.magazine-art.com
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pieces by the artist. Joan Miró i Ferrà was a Spanish
painter, sculptor, and ceramicist born in Barcelona.
The economic rooms have one double bed or two
single beds. These are located in the area called the
Romanesque cloister and are within a few feet of the
swimming the pool area. The junior suites consist of
one very large double bed. These suites have their
own seating area as well as direct access to a terrace
or garden. The deluxe junior suites have double
or two twin beds, a seating area with a sofa and a
bathroom with a spa bath. These are located in the
annex area of the main house, with direct access to
the terrace garden decorated in outdoor furniture.
Overall, this is one of the most memorable experiences
I have ever had. Being an art enthusiast my appetite
was satisfied, being a food lover, well, that was also
satisfied is so many ways, and of course, the peaceful
locality and magnificent vegetable gardens and
orchards make this small paradise something to be
experienced at least once in your lifetime.
(+34) 971 160 274
info@revellarartresort.com
www.esrevellarartresort.es

the history of art where you will visit the museum rooms
and view the different collections of primitive, classic,
religious, cubist art, abstract expressionism and many
more.Everywhere you turn, in every nook and cranny you
are going to see art by great artists such as Picasso, Miro,
Maria Blanchard, Dali, Juan Gris, Wilfredo Lam, Sorolla,
Chillida, Guayasamin, Botero, Bacon, Kandinsky, Chagall,
Goya, J, Garica Torres, Joan Michell, Sam Lewis, Hans
Hoffman, Hellen Frankenthaler, Oscar Dominguez, Saura,
Broes, Leger, Braque, Viola, Basquiat and so many more,
the list goes on and on, over 2600 works.
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the menu during my stay, including the vegetarian dishes
and every dish was cooked and prepared to perfection and
presented in a very friendly and professional manner. The
resort’s restaurant overlooks an orchard and vegetable
garden. The restaurant offers dishes made with local fresh
produce and also provides food for diabetics and reduced
calorie food. The kitchen also provides the best fresh fish
from the local markets. The daily menu changes according
to seasonal products from local producers.

The tour will take you past the twenty fountains to an
area of Land Art that has to be seen to be believed.
This guided tour ends in front of the Great Illuminated
Mural, the changing colour while a symphony sounds is
extraordinarily impressive.

This resort is for adults only, there are a few reasons for
this, and firstly, the art must be preserved from children
running about to avoid multi mullion euro accidental
damage to the art. Also, this is a peaceful and relaxing
environment, one that caters for the discerning adult who
wants to enjoy the art experience and the surrounding
nature.

After the tour concludes, you can then enjoy a delicious
dinner that will be waiting for you at the resort’s restaurant.
My meal was a slow-cooked leg of lamb, cooked for 12
hours with all the trimmings. I tasted almost everything on

I was given a tour of all the air-conditioned rooms and
suites at the resort, all these suites are filled with art, my
own suite had twelve Joan Miró works hanging on the walls
of the bedroom area and the lounge area had another six

www.magazine-art.com
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Sotheby’s, one of the biggest winners in the shift to onlineonly sales, recently announced it has sold $2.5 billion worth
of art since January 2020. Sotheby’s and Christie’s both
have been investing in a whole host of new technologies
for some time. For example, Sotheby’s acquired an
artificial intelligence company in 2018. Again, they will be
way ahead of the curve. Art fairs have also adapted. For
example, Art Basel has launched online viewing rooms,
available through the website and app.

The State of the Art Market,
Positives for Artists and The
Elizabeth Xi Bauer Studio Project

“Moving online, Sotheby’s exceeds estimates across
categories. There has emerged a new, vital confidence in
the power and potential of the art market.” (Sotheby’s)

Theodore Ereira-Guyer, Nevermore, Etching 77cmx112cm, 2020

“We saw active bidding not only at the top end of the other events, artists have found this to be a time of quiet and
market, but also for younger, up-and-coming artists.” blocked in time to be creative.
(Sotheby’s)
“Solitude, even prolonged solitude, can only be of very great
benefit.” (Louise Bourgeois)
Should we be surprised?
Historically, the art market has always remained robust,
and even excelled, during times of economic turbulence. Elizabeth Xi Bauer’s International Studio Project
Art operates outside of the financial markets, allowing an Elizabeth Xi Bauer specialises in supporting museum-quality,
individual to diversify exposure within a more balanced emerging, mid-career and established contemporary artists.
Every artist has been qualified for both artistic excellence
portfolio.
and serious growth potential. Their team assists collectors
Art prices were up 211% between 2003 and 2013, despite that are emerging and established, as their passion is helping
the financial crisis of 2008, making art one of the most every collector build collections that suit their desires and
effective hedges during uncertain times (The Economist) ambitions.
As an extension of Elizabeth Xi Bauer’s support to artists and
collectors, combined with the increased focus on studio time,
Elizabeth Xi Bauer is funding their artists’ studios around the
world. They have started with a studio space in Tel Aviv and
a space in London to be confirmed very soon, along with a
“Research has shown that fine art can function as a designated private viewing area. They will also be funding
risk-reducing element in a portfolio because of its low studio spaces in Cluj, in Romania, as well as Bratislava, in
correlation to equities or bonds, while also being a real Slovakia.
asset, which provides a hedge against inflation.” (JeanChristophe Gerard, Head of Barclays Private Bank EMEA) Elizabeth Xi Bauer is also delighted to present online
exhibitions for their artists Theodore Ereira-Guyer and
The unique properties of art as an asset class, dovetailed Abraham Kritzman, with accompanying exhibition texts
with the fact that there is clearly a lot of dry powder on written by renowned curators and writers Maria do Carmo
the side lines, are creating an environment rife for buying M.P. de Pontes and Àngels Miralda, respectively. These two
activity, especially as new, blockbuster artworks are added online exhibitions are in place of their postponed summer
exhibition, which was going to take place in Central London.
to auctions, some never-before-seen at auction.
Since large physical exhibitions are not possible at the
moment, Elizabeth Xi Bauer has re-channelled their efforts
What about the artists?
A benefit that artists have obviously found from the into funding the studios that will provide their artists the
pandemic is the increased time and space in their studios support they need the most.
www.elizabethxibauer.com
to do what they do best: make artwork. Rather than flying
all over the world, opening exhibitions, attending talks and
Research by J.P. Morgan has found art prices have been less
volatile than and fluctuated independently from traditional
investments, such as equities, bonds, commodities,
and property funds, for over 25 years.

by Edward Sheldrick, Co-Founder of Elizabeth Xi Bauer

It should be no surprise the art market has sprung back to life after only
a brief period of downturn during the initial impact shock of COVID-19.
The adaptability of the art world’s key players has allowed it to be
nimble-footed in dealing with the multi-faceted challenges we all face.
Art fairs and auction houses swiftly moved online, showcasing just why
they heavily invested in the technology pre-2020. With the traditional
auction calendar not possible, Sotheby’s, Christie’s, and Phillips were the
quickest to utilise their online platforms. Global online-only auction sales
from these three auction houses ended up at $596.7 million in the period
from January to August 2020, up from $168.2 million for the whole of
2019.
Global online-only auction sales increased by 255% in January to August
2020 compared to the full year of 2019 (RawFacts Online-Only Auction
Review, 2020)
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Approaching the burning ghats of Varanasi through
the narrow, winding streets leading to the edge of the
Ganges, you press yourself into any small recess or
doorway as yet another funeral party passes by. The
deceased are held high on their shoulders, wrapped in
fine materials, accompanied by singing and prayers.
Varanasi is one of seven holy cities in India, and the
oldest continuously inhabited city in the world. Many
head there to end their days, in order to escape samsara,
breaking the cycle of rebirth and achieving moksha, or
spiritual liberation. The title of the exhibition becomes a
metaphor for the new beginnings we can all undertake.

Breaking the Cycle
By Renée Pfister, Director Renée Pfister Art & Gallery Consultancy

Marcus Hodge, Green Horizon, 2019, oil on board,
H610 mm x W495 mm

Marcus Hodge, Black Timber III, 2019,oil on board, H500 mm x W660 mm

India, a country with an extensive political and cultural
history, along with a pluralistic, multilingual, and multiethnic society, has inspired artists for millennia. The
region has always produced its own local artists who
skillfully pursued an innovative approach in art making,
presenting an aesthetic that has been globally admired.
Nonetheless, the nation’s ancient traditions and
outlandish rituals, along with vibrant colours, surprising
materials, penetrating scents, and constant noise
levels, provide endless sources of stimuli. For instance,
the artists Edouard Baribeaud, Anthony Gormley, and
Howard Hodgkin have spent time in India to enrich their
creative practice.
Marcus Hodge, a successful British painter well-known for
his consummate portraiture and accomplished equestrian
canvases, travels frequently to the subcontinent. In 2016,
he began to artistically explore his lifelong fascination
with the world’s largest democracy, to develop a new
painterly style. Moving forward meant Hodge had to
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abandon the traditional methods of his craft. It took a
great deal of courage, knowing most collectors do not
approve of artists who dramatically alter their work.
Nevertheless, he recognised in order to convey his
gathered impressions and insights in a distinct manner, a
radical shift was required.
The Gateway and Tantric series, where energetic strokes
embrace densely worked hues, claiming presence and
void, were first shown in November 2017 at Roundtree
Tyron, London, achieving much public attention. Hodge’s
latest exhibition, Breaking the Cycle, at Art Moorhouse,
London, is an account of his most recent visit to the holy
city of Varanasi. He delves into one of the country’s oldest
ceremonies - the funeral procession – paying honour
to the departed. Culturally, India’s society is far closer
connected to death than communities in the Western
world, where demise is often taboo. For Hodge and his
paintings, it represents a symbol of a new beginning - a
blend of beauty, intellectual depth, and spiritual meaning.

Marcus Hodge, Eternal Flame, 2019,
oil on canvas, H1150 mm x W950 mm

On arrival, the body will be dipped five times into the
river, representing the five elements, then left on the
steps while the water drains away. It is then placed on
the pyre and lit from the embers of the eternal flame.
This small fire has, reputedly, been kept burning by the
descendants of the same family for many centuries. The
journey is a cause for celebration as much as sorrow,
the bodies slowly reduced to ash among the flames.
Enormous stacks of timbers stretch along every street
and alleyway, and at the river’s edge, piles of ash are
consigned to the dark waters of the Ganges. Dogs and
cattle pick their way along the bank as the next pyres
are prepared and set alight. Colour abounds, but it is
always moderated by the greys and sooty blacks of the
ash and scorched timbers.
This recent series of work was inspired by a trip
to Varanasi, and many previous trips to India. The
structure of the timbers lent a strong abstract motif to
many of the paintings. The thoughts and ideas based
around samsara and moksha likewise gave shape to the
composition and design, stained with the memories
and experience of colour and place. The work continues
to be less about finish as about process, one that may
reveal something new and unexpected. Each picture
finds itself in the mysterious and compelling process
of being painted. The visual language is bold and
simple, using various large tools with generous, direct
application of paint. Texture, breaking and activating
surface, a simpler arrangement and form of expression.
A balance between action and stillness, light and dark,
the seeking of infinite variety in repetition, through
accident and chance. Intuitive, a felt response to these
timeless ceremonies, a meditation on the universal
human condition that perhaps binds us closer in this
ever more fractured world.
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work from there, hardly ever with sketches and
never with a maquette - and the piece may change
course as I progress.”

Three major works were accepted into one single RA Summer
exhibition and the artist was presented to the Queen. She
has been bought by major collectors and commissioned by
hedge fund managers, and a career spanning decades. It
started while travelling between San Francisco and London
as a newlywed with two young children and university
professor husband.

Sculptor Dawn Rowland FRSBS
Interviewed by Pandora Mather-Lees
Being able to explore the fragility of relationships
and quiet sentiment through the medium of
monolithic stone is a rare skill. Henry Moore and
Barbara Hepworth are celebrated examples of
such sculptors with their abstracted, often colossal
organic forms. Dawn Rowland’s work, which
must be seen in the ‘flesh’, excels in evoking this
psychological force in her own somewhat more
figurative style, whilst sitting comfortably within
modernist British tradition. Her flat geometric
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forms are devoid of the distracting self-awareness
of some artists’ works despite being almost
entirely autobiographical. Her personal ‘CV’ as
she describes it. Stylistically, this fits the Modern
Classicist genre. Rowland’s work is contemporary,
but not post-modernist or Avant Garde by today’s
standards. It appears to shift between the ancient
Near East, ancient Egypt, Modigliani and Brancusi
with hints of Rodin as soft polished surfaces
emerge from rusticated stone.

Rowland spent two weeks at Camden Art School on a stone
carving course and told her husband Malcolm; “I’ve fallen
in love ... for the second time”! This was pretty much her
only formal training. Her work stands majestically on its
own without any introduction, although with all works of
grandeur and mastery, we wonder what sits behind them and
ponder the journey’s origin. For Dawn Rowland each work is
indeed a journey, carving directly in stone a single piece will
take months. “I’m a direct carver” she says, standing slight
and petite between two huge and foreboding pieces of black
granite “which means that I draw directly onto the rock and

This means that collectors must have faith. Indeed,
some have trusted in her ability to deliver from
the “smallest of sketches”. Seeing the sculptor in
her studio one would be assured. The enriching
experience watching this feminine, ladylike figure
with wild curly blond hair and manicured hands
donning bright red overalls, trainers and mask as
she masterfully polishes and re-polishes the final
touches to a monumental piece of stone, one
beholds a creator of competence and flair at work.
Amusingly a male sculptor is deemed to have said,
admiring her work in the Royal Academy, “I can’t
believe that this was done by a woman!”
Making stone breath life and spirit to engage the
viewer yet retain a primitive, heroic anonymity
which stands the test of time is Dawn Rowland’s
legacy.
As an art historian one comes face to face with a
vast spectrum of creativity and can become jaded.
Sitting in Dawn’s stunning home in leafy north
London however is a dream. One never wants
to leave - it is immaculate, contemporary and
white, yet warm and calm with the air of a private
museum. Her sculptures and bold life drawings
are displayed artfully among others including
her talented daughter’s exceptional abstract
expressionist paintings. One thinks the world
missed out on an interior designer of amazing
quality - thankfully this is the case, otherwise her
sculpture would have been lost to us for ever, and
that would be a tragedy.
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income is generated by ticket sales and relatively little
funding comes from subsidies.So the contributions
from trusts, sponsors, partners and patrons are crucial
for keeping the legacy of Vincent van Gogh alive and
well. It’s also important for the sponsor or partner to
be a good match with the museum’s ideology.’
And which sponsors would these be?
Geer: “Well, KLM and Heineken are two good examples
of our sponsors. They’re both closely associated with
the Netherlands but also have an international image just like the Van Gogh Museum. We can promote each
other’s interests. Van Lanschot is our main sponsor.
This bank has its roots in the Dutch Province of
Brabant - and so did Vincent van Gogh. It’s also a family
business. Once again, this is appropriate because the
museum’s collection also originated from a family.
With these strong associations and connections, we
can be very proud of these kinds of alliances.”

Van Gogh Museum
Sourced by Derek Culley
Geer Oskam discusses with Esmee Kohler the ongoing development at the Van Gogh
Museum
It’s been almost two years now since Geer Oskam (34) took charge of the Development
Department at the Van Gogh Museum. In this interview, he explains exactly what he
does and why the museum’s relationships with its friends and partners are so essential:
“Only together can we be successful in taking the Van Gogh Museum into the future and
keeping it accessible for future generations.”
Discuss your position.
Geer: “I’ve been head of the Development Department at the Van Gogh Museum for
almost two years now. That means I am responsible for relationships with our individual
donors and corporate partnerships as well as the support generated by trusts and
foundations - an immense honor.”
What makes this position so satisfying for you?
Geer: ‘Even during my time at university I was already fascinated by the interface between
art culture / finance and management, so that’s what I focused on for my Master’s
degree. I recognize the organiaational importance of the role . We might be a large, wellknown museum, but we also have to support ourselves financially. Fifty percent of our

Besides the funding from sponsors, trusts and
partners, the museum is also supported by friends
groups composed of individual donors. Why is this so
important for the museum?
Geer: “Keeping a museum like ours up and running
is a costly business. After all, our objects have to
remain available for as long as possible - also for future
generations. As an institution, the only way to do this is
with outside help. Only then can we conduct research,
hold exhibitions, conserve our objects for the future,
and so on. I see anyone who supports the museum,
whether it’s for 75 euros or 15,000 euros a year, as an
investor. Only together can we be successful in taking
the Van Gogh Museum into the future. And every little
bit helps!”
What can the museum realize with the support of
individual donors?
Geer: “The Van Gogh Museum is actively working on
making itself more accessible for such target groups as
children, the visually and hearing impaired, and young
people with a migration background. Welcoming
our visitors is an important element in the museum’s
mission; we think that everyone should be able to
get to know about the life and work of Vincent van
Gogh. We can use all the help we can get for this, and
individual donors can make a real difference.”
Could you give a concrete example of this private
support?

Geer: “That’s easy. A very concrete example is a
project called ‘Van Gogh goes to school’. This involves
going to schools in underprivileged neighborhoods
and teaching workshops on art and culture as based on
the life of Vincent van Gogh. A donation of 150 euros to
this project means actually teaching a class of children
about art and culture - something that would not have
been impossible otherwise. Donations to this project
can be large or small. You could fund just one lesson
or twenty.”
What about the ways that friends of the museum can
help?
Geer: “There are various choices. You can become
a friend of the museum for just 75 euros a year. Your
benefits will then include an annual pass giving you
and your guest unlimited access to the museum.
The Sunflower Collective is a more exclusive group.
By supporting this network, you not only receive
unlimited access to the museum but also invitations to
openings or other special evenings, such as the annual
Gala Dinner, where you actually get to dine surrounded
by the works of Van Gogh. What could be better?”
Other prestigious membership schemes such as “The
Yellow House” and ”Van Gogh Museum Global Circle”
are available, details are on line. These membership
programs contribute greatly to our overall financial
working whilst affording an international network
which is intercconnected on all things Van Gogh to its
members..
And finally: what about other museums? What are
they doing, and are you learning from each other?
Geer: “The Van Gogh Museum is committed to
excellence, also in this regard. We like to compare
ourselves with other major museums, such as MoMA,
The Met and The National Gallery. When it comes to
relationship management, we offer similar packages,
but we’re always open to each other’s input. I want
to involve our donors in the museum as transparently
and honestly as possible, and I want every donation
and partnership to generate maximum impact. This
means engaging in a continual dialogue that maintains
genuine contact. This is absolutely key.”
https://www.vangoghmuseum.nl/en/support-themuseum/become-a-friend/global-circle
https://www.vangoghmuseum.nl/en/support-themuseum
WWW.TIMELESSGALLERYGROUP.COM
INFO@TIMELESSGALLERYGROUP.COM
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Chasing dreams,
changing skylines
with Dollarsandart

What a disruptive time of change we are
experiencing, teaching us to take far less for granted
and either stand out or keep down and wait for this
to pass.

all witnessed several too good to be true, ‘disruptive
opportunities’ over the years, such as the initial
.com boom, multi-level marketed Crypto Currency,
essential oil pyramid selling, and blockchain.

Albert Einstein once said, ‘Adversity introduces a
man to himself.’ This certainly makes more sense to
me now than it ever did, as social distancing becomes
the norm in our Brave New World combating
COVID-19.

In all cases, the early entrants made large financial
gains and attracted others to ‘get in early,’ while,
given the past, they were usually disappointed
I always seemed to have ‘just missed the boat,’
distracted by my next collection, the next art with a
story, until meeting the founders of Diamond Balloon
at the Ritossa Summit, in Dubai, in November 2019.

This face your true-self philosophy initially inspired
one of my earlier Dubai sand and acrylic paintings,
‘The Compass’ (2011), celebrating both the ups and
downs of life, which is more relevant today than ever.
Some 5 years later, launching my pop art Disruptives
collection in 2016 seemed like the perfect time,
which is becoming more relevant year-on-year. With
the constant whirl of technology and fear of missing
out, I wondered how I could sort the Wheat from the
chaff in terms of keeping relevant, engaged, and,
well, disruptive!
I thought my moment had come when Donald
Trump agreed to sign the $1 bill for me only if I gave
him my pen! I gave him my pen on the condition that
he would sign a second dollar bill, a $2 bill, which he
agreed to do. The rest, as they say, is history.
As the past rolls by at a seemingly quicker pace, we’ve
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This inspiring, skyline-changing marketing and
advertising solution really grabbed my attention
with the Diamond Balloon flying high at 300 metres
and the experiential Gondala skyseats at 175
metres making for quite the attraction. It’s quite an
achievement these days, as my attention span wanes
with information overload as I realised 2,700 m2 of
LED advertising screens are part of this offering: the
perfect mechanism to ensure ROI. The hook for me
is the opportunity to have dollarsandart paintings
flying high both in canvas and LED format as 140,000
m3 of non flammable helium works its magic to keep
it afloat in this skyline-changing solution that will
leave a legacy, all whilst making aviation history!
Being born near Liverpool, where the Beatles sang
about Lucy in the Sky with diamonds, here I was

presented with their first project, The Diamond of
Dubai, where the sky is the only limitation. I was
convinced this was my sky high legacy project,
and becoming an “ambassador” for this cause
was an easy decision to put my money where
my brush is and fly my work high! Not only could
the skyline of many metropolises change, it will
hopefully start in the pioneering City of Dubai,
my second home.
If you are not among the first investors in the
Internet bubble, Bitcoin, or crypto currency, then
I have a good tip that not gives you more than
an impressive ROI, as you join me as a pioneer to
improve the appearance of the world’s cities in a
truly unique way.
COVID-19 can’t be ignored, and my initial months
of early denial, particularly in my craft, have now
passed, as it’s my duty to capture these times in
artworks to be revealed in 2021, ideally high in
the sky of Dubai, on the canvas of The Diamond
of Dubai.
With all these groundbreaking and visionary
potentials, it’s all about getting it off the ground,
both financially and literally – but when it does,
we will have seen nothing like it!
Too good to be true?
Will it fly?
Only time will tell.
Feel free to learn more about this opportunity
by contacting me directly at jim@dollarsandart.
com, @dollarsandart on Instagram, or over at
www.dollarsandart.com.
Jim Wheat is the founder of Dollarsandart. He
has exhibited around the world and has a number
of celebrity patrons. His retrospective is currently
showcasing aboard the Theatre by Qe2 in Dubai,
creating, engaging, and facilitating supporting
people from all walks of life to harness the power
of creativity for the greater good and well-being
of humanity.
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Collecting Art with Passion
A Strategic Approach
Global art sales totals are difficult to determine
with accuracy – it is estimated that total
worldwide sales of art ranged somewhere
between $45 and $57 billion in 2016. In the
first half of 2017, Christie’s, a private company,
reported a combined sales total of £2.35
billion GBP ($3 billion) across categories, and
Sotheby’s, a publicly traded company, reported
a sales total of $2.83 billion. Smaller auction
houses, gallery and artist sales make up the
remainder. These sales can happen at art fairs,
in galleries, artists’ studios, on Instagram, or at
a dinner party among friends.

by Betsy Bickar
Art advisor
Citi Private Bank’s
Art Advisory & Finance group
“Buyer Beware” is a term that seasoned professionals
often use when talking about the art market. Unlike
traditional portfolios such as stocks and bonds, art can
be a complex asset which carries unique risks, but one
which can also bring incredible rewards, both financial
and nonmaterial. In our experience at Citi Private Bank
Art Advisory & Finance, the collectors who generally
see the highest return on their purchases are the ones
who have educated themselves over many years about
what they are buying, collect out of a true passion,
and ultimately allow their knowledge and informed
intuition to guide them in buying decisions. The process
is somewhat of an inverse relationship: buying art purely
for expected asset appreciation has a negligible chance
of resulting in significant financial gain, but collecting out
of passion with research and guidance can certainly lead
to a positive return on an art purchase. Moreover, the
latter approach provides the priceless benefit of owning
a respected and thoughtful collection for emotional and
intellectual enjoyment.
For some, art has global appeal as a hard asset, especially
in the face of foreign currency controls and market
fluctuations. It can also function as a way to store
wealth abroad in certain instances. The top blue-chip
artworks sold at Christie’s and Sotheby’s outperformed
commodities when measured over the period of 20002015, with an estimated compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 14.4% per annum. However, art as an asset
can generate carrying costs, tax implications, trust and
estate planning issues and almost no liquidity. Art can
be an insider’s game; the market for art is opaque and
unregulated with a significant barrier to entry, despite
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the fact that anyone can go to an auction house or gallery
and purchase a piece of art. Which artworks should one
buy - the masterpiece on the cover of a catalogue, the
rare yet unknown work by a major historical artist, or the
piece by the hot younger artist who will be the next big
thing? How much should one pay? What will the future
value be – if one is able to re-sell the work at all in the
future? How does one identify and get access to the best
artworks?
Unlike a portfolio of stocks and bonds, diversifying
an individual’s art collection is a complex process,
as it is composed of unique objects with relatively
unpredictable resale performance. Choosing quality over
quantity, in fact, is generally a more reliable approach
than diversification when building a collection. Prices for
blue-chip art over the long term have been less volatile
than equities, and well-chosen objects generally at least
hold, if not increase in value in nominal terms over time.
Value can be a subjective term as it relates to art. It
can be a moving target, and like real-estate, the price
someone is willing to pay ultimately becomes the true
value. In today’s market, it is estimated that over half
of worldwide art transactions are conducted privately,
with no public record of price paid. Art that is purchased
at auction is public record and provides hard data for
future comparables; however, the remainder is subject
to speculation. Transactions of up to $300 million for
a single work of art have been reported in the press in
recent years, and although those numbers are quite
possibly real, the veracity is unsubstantiated.

US resident buyers remain the largest group
of purchasers in the art market, representing
roughly 40% of all transactions by value. The
second largest market was the UK, at around
21%, followed by China at approximately
20%. In the past ten years, the art market
has transformed itself, fueled by a powerful
marketing reach of mega-galleries and auction
houses, coupled with social media and increasing
globalization. Just as with any trend, tastes can
change quickly, and old art-historical metrics of
quality may be out of sync with market demand.
Marketing tactics have become increasingly
sophisticated; exclusivity, relationships, auction
guarantees, and inventory control rule the art
market and learning how to navigate it can take
years or even decades.
Research is the name of the game when buying
art: who, what, where and when. Objective
guidance can offer a new collector a toolkit to
analyze potential purchases throughout his or
her lifetime, and ownership can, under certain
circumstances, be structured based on guidance
from one’s tax advisor in a tax-efficient way for
heirs to create a lasting legacy and generations
of enjoyment.
Due diligence, planning, objectivity, research,
analysis and selectivity -- all galvanized by a
true passion for art – can create a path to a
meaningful and personalized collection while

helping to avoid costly mistakes in a global and
labyrinthine art market.
Betsy Bickar is an art advisor in Citi Private
Bank’s Art Advisory & Finance group, which
was formed in 1979. Betsy has 20 years’
experience in the art world, and specializes in
Postwar & Contemporary art, serving clients in
North and South America, Europe, the Middle
East, Africa and Asia.
i Anders Petterson, Managing Director, ArtTactic,
and Adriano Picinati di Torcello, Director, Art
& Finance, Initiative Coordinator, Deloitte
Luxembourg, “Deloitte and ArtTactic Art &
Finance Report 2016”, 4th edition, http://www2.
deloitte.com/lu/en/pages/art-finance/articles/
art-finance-report.html?id=lu_direct-email_artfinance-report-2016_21042016_external
ii Scott Reyburn, “What’s the Global Art Market
Really Worth? Depends Who You Ask.”, New
York Times, March 23, 2017, https://www.
nytimes.com/2017/03/23/arts/global-art-market.
html?_r=0; Prof. Dr. Rachel A. J. Pownall, “The
European Fine Art Foundation TEFAF Art Market
Report 2017”;and Dr. Clare McAndrew, Founder
of Arts Economics, “The Art Market 2017, an Art
Basel and UBS report”, http://form.artbasel.
com/s/theartmarket
iii “Christie’s Continues to Lead the Art Market
in 2017” http://www.christies.com/Features/
Christies-half-year-results-for-2017-8461-1.aspx
iv Colin Gleadell, “Sotheby’s Boosts Private
Sales But Loses Ground on Auctions in First Half
of 2017”, Artnet News, August 3, 2017, https://
news.artnet.com/market/sothebys-resultsauctions-private-sales-1041635
v Dr. Clare McAndrew, Founder of Arts Economics,
“The Art Market 2017, an Art Basel and UBS
report”, http://form.artbasel.com/s/theartmarket
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The Contemporary Art Conundrum
Investing in Art That Wasn’t Made to Last
Conservation issues and contemporary artworks – surely,
that’s like chalk and cheese? The image that comes to mind
of a conservation studio rarely includes a contemporary
artwork sitting on an easel. Instead, the practice of art
conservation is more often associated with Old Master
paintings and painstakingly removing stubborn, yellowed
varnish with a cotton swab. So, if investing in works that
are at least a century old isn’t your thing, should you be
worried about the future of your fresh-faced contemporary
collection?
The reality is that the care and preservation of
contemporary artworks is already a hot topic in the
conservation world - and it is fast becoming an agenda
item for the broader art market, with living artists’
works selling for new records year after year. Jeff Koons
recently snatched the short-kept $90.3million record from
David Hockney, when an iconic stainless-steel sculpture,
‘Rabbit’, went under the hammer for $91.1million.
With a surging contemporary market, it’s more important
than ever before to understand the implications of the
materials used in an artwork and whether the right
conservation plan can help maintain both the artwork and
its price tag.
World-leading art conservator Simon Gillespie explains,
“The contemporary is slowly becoming old, and with that,
age-old problems will start to occur - we can’t ignore the
lessons we have learnt from the Old Masters and how
to stop or control degradation. The exciting thing about
contemporary artists is that they’ve thrown the rule book
out of the window. That also means that collectors should
be educated about the fragility of some of the materials
used, while conservators contend with the challenge of
preserving the works for the long-term. Simple measures
can be taken to limit degradation through preventive
approaches.”
Understanding Materials
While we’re used to seeing works by masters like Monet,
Cézanne and Gauguin exceed $100million, conservators
are also more familiar with the genetics of such paintings
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(and anything older). With limited supplies and typical
methods in which artists worked, Old Master paintings
are often more comfortable to work with, prescribing
tried and tested preservation and restoration remedies. In
addition to advances in the paints that are available today,
contemporary artists are no longer confined to what they
can buy at the art store. From household emulsion and
aerosol paints to bodily fluids and food – there really is no
limit!
One of the biggest challenges that stands in the face of art
conservation is the mountain of research that’s needed to
understand and catalogue weird and wonderful mediums
– how they will last over time, how various environments
impact them and what chemicals will/won’t be suitable
for preservation. Gillespie emphasizes that working on
contemporary artwork involves researching an artist’s
materials and methods, as well as carrying out extensive
tests to identify the right (and safest) approach: “It can be
ten times more time-consuming just preparing to work on
a Damien Hirst compared to an Old Master painting.”
Aging the Contemporary
The gentle crackling we see on older masterpieces – like
the Mona Lisa – are arguably part of what ‘makes’ the
artwork. With an unmanageable number of contemporary
works to preserve and restore, some industry experts feel
that accepting signs of aging on contemporary artworks is
inevitable, though what the implications might be on the
hammer price is hard to predict.
Nonetheless, there are already some indications that
expectations of what is acceptable in the condition of a
contemporary artwork are evolving as the work ages. In
2013, MOMA famously documented a restoration project
on Jackson Pollock’s 1950 ‘One: Number 31’. The artwork
had been treated when it was still young, in the 1960s.
At the time, the desired “look” for a Pollock painting
seems to have been an unblemished, crack-free surface,
therefore overpaint had been applied to some hairline
cracks in the paint. MOMA commented that with the
passing of time, expectations of what a Pollock should
look like have changed. Now, “the cracking is viewed as

Simon Gillespie working on two contemporary artworks by Alex Katz
an acceptable mark of age, and
the discoloration of the canvas
is accepted as a patina, of sorts,
too—as long as it’s even.”
Of course, from an investment
perspective, it is important to
understand whether the beautiful
David Hockney piece gracing your
walls will look as grand in 30 years’
time. Before buying a painting,
many collectors are seeking
the advice of conservators as to
whether the artwork is likely to
remain in the same condition or
degrade noticeably in the shortto-medium term. Collectors are
also seeking advice on how best
to care for artworks day-to-day,
to avoid getting to the stage of
remedial treatment. Preventive
measures can be amazingly
effective, relatively cheap, and
help reduce the risk of artworks
depreciating in value.
Protect and Prevent
There are simple measures
for protecting contemporary
artworks from degradation, like
UV-filtering. This low-reflection
glazing protects paint from the
effects of UV, which include dried
out, dulled and lifting paint.
Gillespie also sings the praises of
backboards - when applied to the

reverse of the canvas, backboards
protect paintings from impact and
buffer the effect of fluctuating
humidity and vibration during
transport and handling, which
reduces the risk of cracking and
flaking.
In a bid to take extra precaution,
especially in tropical climates or
spaces with hard-to-control air
and temperature environments,
collectors can turn to modern
technology that allows highfidelity textured reproductions
to be created, while the original
pieces are safely kept in art
storage facilities. Based in
Vancouver, Arius Technology has
worked with world-respected
museums like Tate and National
Gallery of Canada to develop their
3D scanning technology to safely
capture the geometry and colour
of a painting’s surface, providing
data for both conservation and
textured reproductions.
Until the conservation world has
had a chance to catch up with an
artist and the complex concoction
of materials in their works,
investing in a reproduction is at
least a safe way to have your cake,
eat it and make sure it doesn’t rot
away in the meantime!

Simon Gillespie
Simon Gillespie has been restoring
artworks for over 35 years, and the
team at his studio on New Bond Street
carries out conservation treatment
to some of the most important works
of art in private circulation, from
masterpieces by Botticelli and van Dyck
to modern and contemporary pieces
for major art galleries. His conservation
studio is internationally known for its
achievements in implementing and
developing new techniques for treating
painted artworks, most notably in
its use of gels for cleaning sensitive
paint surfaces. In the last few years,
he has made appearances on the BBC
programme ‘Fake or Fortune’ and is a
member of the team on the BBC4 series
‘Britain’s Lost Masterpieces’.
Arius Technology
Arius is devoted to collaborating with
museums, collectors, and artists for the
preservation and creation of art using
pioneering 3D scanning technology,
helping develop and maintain an art-rich
culture around the globe.
With technology originating from a
research digitization project of the
Mona Lisa, Arius is a world leader in 3D
digitization and re-creation of fine art
paintings. Arius’ low intensity optical
scanning technology is built around a
‘safety first’ mentality, ensuring even the
most fragile paintings are never placed
under stress or duress. Arius has worked
closely with conservators at the National
Gallery of Canada to help restore and recreate artworks by some of the world’s
most loved artists, including Van Gogh,
Monet, Cézanne, Degas and Gauguin.
With museum-quality reproductions, art
collectors can now enjoy their favourite
masterpieces anywhere in the world
without compromising the safety of
the original artworks, which can be kept
safely stored in specialist facilities.
More information can be found at
AriusTechnology.com
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FIGURING THE
ANTIQUE DEALER
FACT AND FICTION

The evolution of the dealer as
a literary character and the
appetite of the reading public
for tales of the lost, found and
cherished works of art dealers
have handled continues to
fascinate both through fact and
fiction.
This year LAPADA celebrates its 45th
anniversary since foundation and its 10th
year of producing the world renowned
LAPADA Art & Antiques Fair in Berkeley
Square. The association has come a long
way – now welcoming over 500 members
throughout the UK and across the world
– who have signed up to LAPADA’s
Code of Conduct, first founded in 1974.
In other ways, the association has not
changed so much – the focus is still on
providing members with the tools to
support them to run their business with
maximum visibility for minimum cost,
as well as helping the public to buy with
confidence from our vetted dealers.
Antiques and art dealers have long
provided a wealth of sensational
anecdotes from the classic and
wholesome “languishing in the attic”
story to the more problematic but
dramatic tales of fakes and forgeries.
The birth of modern dealing in the
18th and 19th centuries underlines the
eventual need for a trade association to
monitor and promote best practice and
eliminate the notion of “the Rogue’s
gallery” that appeared in fiction as
early as the Georgian period. Trade
associations were created from two main
drivers; the desire to present a body of
accredited dealers so people could buy
with confidence as well as lobbying the
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Lapada Fair Exterior
government to ensure the UK
remained at the heart of the art
market.
The modern antiques trade really
began in the early 19th century
when much of Europe was
experiencing political upheaval.
The speculator/dealer William
Buchanan wrote in 1824, ‘In
troubled waters we catch the
most fish’. The catalyst to this
was the disorder created by
the French Revolution and the
Napoleonic invasion into Italy
and Spain.
This loosened the grasp
aristocratic families had on their
property, releasing important
paintings, exquisite furniture,
silver and ceramics into the
London market. The result
was that several very fine

paintings and works of art found
appreciative homes in Britain
and an equally exciting amount
of money being made by those
who had a hand in the sale!
Parallel to the dawn of the dealer
was the emergence of the auction
houses Christie’s and Sotheby’s
were founded mid-18th century
on the cusp of the Industrial
Revolution which brought great
wealth to Britain as a whole and
unprecedented prosperity to
new sections of British society.
It is a historical fact that when
a country becomes wealthy, it
wants to start spending. Wealth
and the vast expansion of trade
which brought about the British
Empire of the 17th and 18th
century sent traders, politicians,
administrators and armies to the
four corners of the earth.

The terror that followed the French Revolution ended
the reign of Paris as the cultural and artistic centre of
Europe; dozens of dealers fled to London and settled
there making London the great depository for the
plunder of civilizations from each of the five continents.
It was in the 19th Century that the first ‘antique
furniture dealer’ appeared in the London Post
Office Directories. At the same time the antique
dealer also began to appear as a regular character in
contemporary fictional literature. In 1831 for example,
Honoré de Balzac (1799-1850) created an anonymous
‘old curiosity dealer’ in his novel La Peau de Chagrin
(The Wild Ass’s Skin). Balzac returned to the theme
of the dealer in his later novel Cousin Pons (1847),
introducing the dealers Rémonecq and Elias Magus,
allegedly based on the real-life 19th century Parisbased antique dealers Charles Mannheim and Frédéric
Spitzer. Balzac was a well-known collector of antiques
and perhaps his competitive spirit led him to push
the well-worn stereotype of the dealer, describing
Rémonencq as standing in his shop ‘like an old madam
amidst the bevy of girls she offers for sale…figuring out
the profit he is going to make.’
These contentious characterisations of antique dealers
were common throughout the 19th century, appearing
in the writings of Theophile Gautier’s The Mummy’s
Foot(1840), where the antique dealer’s hands are
described as becoming ‘firmer than steel pincers or
lobster’s claws when they lifted any precious article –
an onyx cup, a Venetian glass, or a dish of Bohemian
crystal.’ Such a persona appeared in a host of other
novels and stories in the later 19th century, in the
novels of Wilkie Collins, A Rogue’s Life(1879), and
Henry James, The Golden Bow (1904).
Perhaps one of the most famous dealers was
Paul Durand-Ruel associated with creating the
Impressionists and who invented the image of the
dealer as an idealistic pioneer, altruistic hero, almost
an artist himself in the discovery, appreciation and
promotion of new talent. Durand-Ruel pioneered
the single-artist exhibition and orchestrated positive
criticism in newspapers and journals as well as touring
them to the bountiful new market presented by
America. The Impressionist painter, Marie Cassatt
wrote in 1904, ‘In these days of commercial supremacy
artists need a “middle man”, one who can explain the
merits of a picture or etching, “work of art” in fact to
a possible buyer. One who can point out to the fact
that there is no better investment than a “work of art”.
The history of art and antiques collecting in Europe
and America is written almost as much in terms of
influential dealers as it is in paintings. In 1871, The Art
Journal stated, “The influence of the dealer is one of
the chief characteristics of [collecting] contemporary
art”.

Freya Simms - LAPADA CEO
1903 the Art Fund was created to save works of art
for the nation that with new wealth and expansion of
international trading were being sold and exported at
a rapid rate, particularly to America. Henry James’s
timely 1911 novella The Outcry is a story about “a
Yankee on the spend” and uses the art market to probe
questions of commodification, the objectification of
art, the ‘value’ placed on heritage, and whether that
‘value’ could be priced. His American art collector,
Beckenridge Bender, travels to England hoping
to ‘traffick’ in pictures. He doesn’t care for the
provenance, authenticity or even aesthetic qualities
of the ‘masterpiece’ that he wants to purchase; what
he seeks is ‘an ideally expensive thing’. Dealers have
had a tremendously close and important relationship
with the Art Fund, since inception. In the 1902s one
of Britain’s most renowned dealers Sir Joseph Duveen
presented John Singer Sargent’s Study of Madame
Gautreau and Augustus John’s Madame Suggia to the
Tate Gallery in the 1920s and LAPADA member Philip
Mould has helped to place a number of important
works of art in British institutions over the years.
By the beginning of the 20th century the number of
journals and novels in which antique dealers were
central characters increased enormously. The prolific
writer Horace Annesley Vachell (1861-1955) penned
Quinneys, a moralistic story of the fictional dealer
‘Joseph Quinney’ in 1914 in which the title character
is a firm, but fair, Yorkshire businessman, with a deep
love of objects and proud of his reputation for always
selling authentic antiques. The novel was hugely
popular and was made into a highly successful stage
play from 1915. Vachell continued producing novels
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in his collection of short stories, Kiss Kiss, in 1959.
Dahl was a collector of antique furniture and based
his story on his acute observations of the antique
trade over many years. in Dahl’s story, ‘Boggis’ is a
‘knocker’, a duplicitous character who veils himself
as a member of the clergy in order to gain access to
country houses and farmhouses to cheat unsuspecting
owners of their valuable antique furniture. The story
was made into a television episode of the series Tales
of the Unexpected. In 1980. In the TV version Boggis
(wonderfully and mischievously played by the actor
John Gielgud), is shown returning to his London shop
after one of his successful country buying trips; as
he enters his shop, the window can be seen proudly
displaying a LAPADA logo.

Bentley And Skinner (LAPADA member) shop exterior
about the character ‘Quinney’ throughout the 1920s
and 1930s. Indeed, such was the success of Quinney’s
that the name became a synonym for an antique shop
from the 1920s and was still used by many antique
dealers right up to the 1970s.
The character of ‘Joseph Quinney’ was reputedly based
on Thomas Rohan (1860-1940), a well-known antique
dealer trading in Southampton and Bournemouth
during the opening decades of the twentieth century.
In the 1920s the mysteries of the antiques trade were
also beginning to be revealed to the wider public for the
first time, a consequence, no doubt, of the expanding
interest in antique collecting in the period. In 1923 for
example, Basil Tozer penned the semi-biographical A
Dealer in Antiques and in 1928 W J Titley published a
short essay, The Antiques Trade: 30 Years’ Experience in
Antiques.
Alongside these factual publications the period also
saw the continued characterisations of antique dealers
in fiction. Reginald Glossop’s The Jewess of Hull (1923),
which tracks the extraordinary rise of the imaginary
antique dealers Eric Beverley and his wife Ruth (the
eponymous Jewess) from Hull to the auspicious heights
of St. James’s in London, was perhaps based on the reallife rise to fame of the Hull born dealer Joseph Duveen
(1843-1908). Glossop’s story paints the protagonists
as highly successful antique dealers, supplying a
network of wealthy British and American collectors, and
mirrored the antiques trade at the time, dominated by
high profile dealers such as Frank Partridge (1875-1953)
and Moss Harris (1859-1941).
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But of course, many novelists could also not resist
the narrative of the antique dealer that had been set
in train by 19th century novelists such as Balzac and
Gautier. Richard Keverne’s novel of 1928, William
Cook, Antique Dealer, is a key example of a story that
replays the stereotype of the dealer’s associations with
dubious practices. The novel was typical of the crime
fiction genre at the time, in which the main protagonist,
‘William Cook’ (the character in the book is actually
a female antique dealer) is a prolific receiver of stolen
antiques.
In the decades after World War II there was a steady
stream of novels, short stories, biographies and
autobiographies focused on antique dealers. A series of
books on the ‘world’s greatest dealer’, Joseph Duveen
and the firm of ‘Duveen’ began to appear in the 1950s,
alongside memoirs by the Paris-based dealers Jacques
Helft, Treasure Hunt, the Memoirs of an Antique
Dealer (1956), and Yvonne De Bremond D’Ars, In the
Heart of Paris, the Fabulous Adventures of an Antique
Dealer(1957).
Antique dealers also made their way into children’s
literature. Michael Bond, author of The Adventures
Paddington Bear introduced Mr Samuel Gruber as
Paddington’s best friend in 1958. The Hungarian
immigrant and friendly owner of an antique shop on
the Portobello Road, with whom Paddington has his
elevenses every day and who regularly took Paddington
and the Brown children on outings.
Perhaps most famously the writer Roald Dahl (19161990) penned the story of the roguish antique dealer
‘Cyril A. Boggis’ in his story Parson’s Pleasure, published

How the LAPADA team at the time felt about the
association of the logo with such a dubious, albeit
fictional, character is not recorded, but perhaps they
were secure enough in the universal understanding
of the gap between fact and fiction to let it pass
with a wry smile as well. Indeed, it may be imagined
that the irony was not lost on LAPADA, which from
the start championed ethical practice; it was the
first association to pro-actively introduce a Code of
Practice for members and Boggis would have been
sharply expelled from the association.
The period from the 1960s to the 1980s saw a rapid
transformation of the British antique trade, with
hundreds of smaller scale dealers entering the market,
selling from stalls in the increasing number of antique
centres and antique fairs. The emergence of LAPADA
in 1974 was therefore timely, its founders recognising
the need for a greater majority of the trade to be
represented and their contribution to Britain’s
economy recognised. It is perhaps no surprise that the
period also saw intensifying activity in publications
about, and on, the antique trade and a resurgence in
publications that sought to ‘expose’ the workings of
the antique trade to the general public.
The most successful and popular programme about
art that has ever been made for television is The
Antiques Road Show that continues to have millions
glued to it regularly on Sunday nights as well as
making media stars out of the extraordinary and
colourful characters that make up the specialists
and dealers of this world – with many LAPADA
members counted amongst them. First screened in
1978, its formula is a fail-safe recipe for enthralling
television - a team of experts descending on a town
(usually in the local Manor House) and valuing the
local inhabitants’ prize possessions. It has everything:
works of art, human stories, unexpected discoveries,
and the added drama of money. The old chest of
drawers rotting in the attic is dusted down, brought
to the programme and revealed to be a Chippingdale.
In the mid-1970s Ronald Pearsall and Graham Webb

wrote Inside the Antiques Trade, and in the 1980s the
journalist and part-time antique dealer Peter Austin,
and the London-based antique dealer Jeremy Cooper,
also produced texts that explained the practices and
processes of the antique trade to the general reader.
In 1984, Alec Simpson (the penname of the dealer
John H. Collins) wrote Smarty! The Lid of the Antique
Trade, a book that was symptomatic of the popular
interest in stories about the antiques trade but that
did nothing to displace the negative stereotype of the
antique dealer in popular culture.
Indeed, the late 1970s and early 1980s saw the
character of perhaps some of the most famous (and
infamous) and best loved fictional antique dealers,
from Victoria Wood’s spoof soap opera ‘Acorn
Antiques’ featuring Julie Walters and Celia Imrie to
‘Lovejoy’. The writer Jonathan Gash invented the
character ‘Lovejoy’ in a series of 24 popular novels, the
first of which, The Judas Pair, was published in 1977.
‘Lovejoy’ was made into a highly popular television
series, beginning in 1986 and starring the actor Ian
McShane. Lovejoy is perhaps the most enduring
characterisation of an antique dealer; a ‘loveable
rogue’, with a kind heart and a brilliant ‘eye’ for
seeking out lost treasures. Harry Enfield updated this
with a series of sketches in 2007-2012 called ‘I Saw You
Coming’ featuring an opportunist dealer exploiting
the wealthy and stylish Notting Hill set. This persona,
a distillation and aggregate of many of the previous,
potent characterisations of antiques dealers, further
embeds an enduring ‘idea’ of the antique dealer into
the contemporary cultural consciousness.
Whilst LAPADA’s real-life members vehemently
uphold reputable practice, perhaps they do not
begrudge the existence of such literary stereotypes.
After all, such character types are part of a long literary
tradition, beginning with the ancient Greeks.
Freya Simms (CEO, LAPADA) and Mark Westgarth
Associate Professor in Art History & Museum Studies
at the University of Leeds
.

.

Wakelin and Linfield stand at LAPADA fair
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Report from the

Deloitte Art & Finance Conference 2019

Deloitte organisers always attempt to bring fresh
subjects and perspectives to the conference especially as
delegates tend to return each year. A subject fitting for
Monaco was that of art on yachts, the idea of art advisor
Karolina Blasiak, the panel being sponsored by her
organisation, Rosemont Family Office. Risks to fine art
including export rules and regulations to which advisors
and yacht management can fall foul along with other
logistical problems, gaps in insurance cover and the need
for interior designers respond to the potential hazards of a
floating home were all aired. Daniela Boutsen an interior
designer with experience of delivering some stunning
interior programmes explained that all can run smoothly
provided you plan and execute well and manage client
expectations. Bruno Peretti of Monaco Freeport proposed
the special requirements of the Monegasque storage
facility which is set to expand and the option for yacht
owners to avoid risk by having replicas on board such as
those offered by Arius Technology.
by Pandora Mather-Lees

75% of wealth mangers now wish to include art portfolios as part of their management
of clients’ assets and 80% of collectors now wish to include their art collection in their
overall manged asset portfolio – this was the message delivered by Anders Peterson
of Art Tactic at the 12th Deloitte Art & Finance Conference held this year in Monaco
in October.
Peterson, an established data expert in the art market has been working with
Deloitte’s Adriano di Picinati di Torcello for several years now to deliver data sets to
be collectively measured over time in what is a very difficult market to gather reliable
information. The many different types of players, the amount of art traded privately,
the reliance on individual respondents and consistency of results present challenges.
However, wealth managers expect to make investment decisions on hard facts and
are not comfortable with the idiosyncratic nature of the art market. Deloitte’s report
along with other art market surveys are therefore important in establishing a basis
for understanding the market and its movements and advising clients accordingly.
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Later in the day there were presentations on Artificial
Intelligence and examples of how the art world has
developed an ecosystem of technology-based art to
reflect growing trends, new buyers and upcoming artists
looking to push their practice to new dimensions.
As for the impact of virtual reality, Vitomir Jevremovic of
VR-All-Art discussed how private museums and indeed all
art owners or curators can build their virtual museum to
democratise art and an engaging presentation ensured
by Allegra Shorto, Art Director with Khora Contemporary,
who is similarly influencing institutions to exploit a new
way of viewing and interacting with artists and their work.
The organisation founded by Collector Jens Faurschou is
working with practitioners to make their work accessible,
again with the goal of making art accessible to all. Further

collector panellists included Tiqui Atencio, Sylvain Levy,
Simon de Pury and David Nahmad who shared the benefits
of embracing new technology and their thoughts for the
future of the art market and collecting.
Finally, an important topic for art and finance, and particularly
wealth management, was that of Estate Planning moderated
by Deloitte’s Pascal Noel. Panellists included Pietro Ripa of
Fideuram Bank and Melanie Damani of Hottinger Family
Office, who in this year’s Deloitte report campaigns for
professional standards for art advisors and an era of greater
transparency, independence and respect for conflict of
interest. Interestingly, panellists declared that Europe rarely
serves as a territory for structuring collections, suggesting
that most are established off shore.
However, such jurisdictions are now presenting additional
challenges in reporting requirements, greater transparency
and disclosure by ultimate beneficial owners. According to
the panel members citing the art and finance report, estate
planning for the art collection is one of the most important
aspects of a wealth management service when it comes
to handling the portfolio. This is not surprising given that
with over 14,000 UHNW individuals (those with assets over
US$30m) are likely to transfer most or all of these assets to
their heirs over the next 10 years. Despite this, over a third
of private banks and roughly half of family offices have not
discussed how to approach the art portfolios as part of the
estate plan with their clients. Lack of knowledge of the art
world by the sector is probably one of the reasons this has
not been addressed.
The conference is thus one that family offices should consider
attending each year so as to gain a deeper understanding of
the critical aspects of owning art and how their collections
can work better for them in years to come.
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Illumination by Design
The secret suppliers to the world’s
greatest art collections

The Foundling Museum ļ photos by Karolina Heller

The desire by high net worth individuals to
acquire works of art shows no sign of abating.
Knight Frank, in its 2020 Wealth Report, cited
investment growth of 5% over the past 12
months, but a phenomenal 141% over 10 years.
Art remains a sound investment, whilst cultural
philanthropy could be the saviour of public
collections, which have been halted in their
tracks by Covid-19.
If this pandemic has any unforeseen positives,
one may be the time previously busy high net
worth collectors have spent in their homes
giving them the opportunity to appreciate their
surroundings and collections. Museum curators
too, who perused the empty corridors of their
institutions bereft of visitors. Yet what this down
time amongst both public and private collections
has allowed is the time to reflect on ways in which
the artworks can be appreciated and enjoyed.
Andrew Molyneux, has seen the repercussions
of this as his business, TM Lighting, has lit some
of the world’s most renowned collections. The
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business built its reputation on bringing museum
grade lighting to the home. Its inaugural product,
the TM Picture Light, uses the best quality
of LED light, incorporating modern lighting
techniques and technology, then compacting
it into a classical looking picture light. There is
barely a stately home in England that doesn’t
feature its iconic lights. “We certainly saw uplift
in collectors and curators looking at how they
could augment their collections” he comments.
“For collectors, specialist lighting not only lights
the collection, but transforms the atmosphere in
the room. In the case of museums, their forced
closure gave them an opportunity to look at
how the visitor experience could be enhanced.
The financial savings of LED lighting are also
appealing at a time when cultural institutions are
under pressure to cut costs in order to survive.”

The Foundling Museum was London’s first public art gallery,
established by Thomas Coram in 1939. It has two collections
for which it cares and maintains - the Foundling Hospital
Collection and the Foundling Museum Collection. The
collection is wide ranging with pieces by William Hogarth,
Thomas Gainsborough, Joshua Reynolds and John Michael
Rysbrack displayed within original eighteenth-century
interiors from the Foundling Hospital, alongside works by
contemporary artists including Michael Craig Martin, Yinka
Shonibare CBE and Tracey Emin.
TM Lighting worked closely with the museum’s Director,
Caro Howell, who explains the necessity behind the
upgrade and the challenges it brought about. “Museums
need visitors to survive, but people always have an impact
on collections in terms of wear and tear, while furry,
flying and crawling visitors also need monitoring! Another
concern is ensuring light levels do not damage works of art.
In addition to paintings, the Foundling Museum’s displays
include eighteenth-century manuscripts, documents and
textiles, all of which are particularly light sensitive. At the
same time, we want our visitors to see objects ‘in the best
light’ and to best effect, not just in terms of illumination,
but also atmosphere. The beauty of TM Lighting’s LED
lights is that they enable us to set lux levels accurately (the
amount of light an artwork receives), while reducing UV and
heat outputs. While tackling systemic social inequality and
its impact on young lives lies at the heart of the Foundling
Museum’s mission, the climate emergency is something

that affects all of us and we’re working hard to reduce the
museum’s carbon footprint year on year. Working with
specialist partners such as TM Lighting, we’re also able to
achieve the right emotional temperature in our galleries,
which is very important, because our collections tell a very
powerful, human story.”
Molyneux believes collectors can and should learn from
museums who are adept at flexible displays enabling them
to regularly change exhibition highlights and associated
lighting. As he puts it “When you’re investing in new
technologies and systems, it’s always worth considering
flexibility, to ensure that curatorial changes further down
the line can be accommodated, without undermining
systems or making them obsolete. Our Artpoint system is
a discrete flexible option for evolving private contemporary
collections”.
The Foundling Museum is not alone in grappling with
challenges to present its collections in the best light. One
of the biggest challenges for TM Lighting was to address
the museum’s Court Room, one of London’s finest Rococo
interiors, and dominated by William Wilton’s beautiful
plasterwork, which frames four large canvasses and eight
small roundels by artists including Hogarth, Gainsborough
and Richard Wilson. The complexity of the decorative
scheme meant that the museum had reverted to lighting
with large, clunky, freestanding uplighters, which jarred with
the design and interrupted views of paintings they failed

The Foundling Museum © GG Archard

One of Molyneux’s recent projects was to review
and advise London’s Foundling Museum which
resulted in a major upgrade to install stateof-the-art LED picture lights to illuminate the
permanent art collection.
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The Foundling Museum ļ photos by Karolina Heller

to adequately illuminate. Molyneux advised unobtrusive
mini spotlights, small enough to sit on the room’s four
door lintels, which revealed to the visitor the detail and
character of the art, TM Lighting’s scheme transformed
the impact of the space as Howell explains, “A few months
after the project’s completion, we opened an exhibition
curated by Cornelia Parker. One of the participating artists
was Antony Gormley who, on entering the Court Room,
exclaimed; ‘I love the lighting in this room!’ and it was
all I could do to not punch the air!” She was unaware at
the time that TM Lighting had worked with Gormley to
manufacture a range of lights for his ‘Room’ installation at
The Beaumont Hotel.
Molyneux concedes that his company’s remit often goes
far beyond just lighting and is as much about protecting
and preserving art from light. He and his partner, Harry
Triggs, are regularly consulted by curators, collectors and
artists on how to reduce the impact of light whilst providing
a better experience of an artwork. Not all the works they
light are historic, “those working with living artists should
consider documenting their preferences around the
display of their work. That way, curators and conservators
stand a better chance of honouring their wishes over time,
and visitors have an open channel of communication with
the artist.”
Technology is also changing how collectors can experience
their works of art. Many of Molyneux’s clients opt for
Bluetooth technologies that run from an App. Lights can
remain off in the space and sensors locate movement,
illuminating as required, which minimises the amount of
light an artwork receives, thereby helping its conservation,
whilst simultaneously saving on energy and bills. In the
museum environment, this can be configured a step
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further to allow pop up information about an artwork for
visitors with a smart phone.
For TM Lighting, it is a fine balance to ensure that
collections are displayed to their best advantage whilst
ensuring energy conservation. Museums are typically
working to tight budgets and looking for long term savings
whilst collectors are acutely aware of environmental
concerns. The company is at the forefront of innovation
in the art world and has designed and developed products
that can better care for and display collections. Molyneux
concludes, “Art purists would suggest that the best way
to view artwork is under daylight. Our products create
a controllable imitation of daylight, and our vision is to
ensure that at any time of day, a painting is displayed in
such a way that the onlooker experiences and enjoys it at
its best.”
Andrew Molyneux is co-founder of TM Lighting, the
world’s leading specialist in lighting art. The company
designs and manufactures high performance LED picture
lights and accent lights that transform works of art within
private collections, stately homes, museums and galleries.
Established in 2012, the company is born of a shared
passion for light and art. TM Lighting’s Founders Andrew
Molyneux and Harry Triggs identified a need for more
effective picture lights within private collections, museums
and stately homes and made it their mission to develop a
superior LED picture light for the heritage sector. Projects
include Historic Royal Palaces Hillsborough Castle,
Waddesdon Manor, Goodwood House, English Heritage
Apsley House, Burghley House, Weston Park Foundation,
Combermere Abbey, The V&A Museum, The Foundling
Museum.
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Derek Culley
Rainbows in the Moonlight
by Kevin Murphy

Born in Dublin, based in Southport, Derek Culley
originally completed a master’s degree in marketing at
Brunel University from 1992-94, concentrating on the
visual arts in Britain.

following a Celtic Festival in WAC. Celtic Vision evolved
into a Celtic phenomenon bringing artist such as Francis
Bacon / Albert Irvin and unknown contemporary artists
from the seven Celtic regions together.

Prior to this, Culley was a founder member and chairman
of Celtic Vision alongside Scottish painter John Bellany
and the South African abstractionist Denis Bowen, with
whom he exhibited in 1986-87.

As with WAC, Celtic Vision was voluntary, artist driven
by volunteers. It was hard work but fun and broadened
my art family. When I relocated to the North West of
England in 2004, I basically thought my curating days
were behind! Then I was invited to curate an exhibition
of contemporary Irish artists, named FÍS, for the CUC
(Novas Contemporary Urban Centre) in Liverpool
during its City of Culture celebrations in 2008.

As a self-taught artist, Culley adopted colours like
cannons of light that he vigorously applies to the
painting’s surface, developing a signature style. Culley
has exhibited both locally and internationally. Major
projects include: Art Colony Galicnick residency:
Macedonia 1994 / BIRD2005 International Art Award –
China 2005 / The Cill Rialaig Project Ireland – Residency
2008 -Recipient of a Pollock-Krasner Foundation
Grant 2006-2007. Awarded $25,000 for artistic merit
(Referees: John Hoyland & Stella Santacaterrina).
Art & Museum (AM): Tell me about your involvement
with the Visual Arts.
Derek Culley (DC) I have always been connected to
the broader Art Family. In the 80’s, as a volunteer I
curated the Windsor Community Arts Centre (WAC),
Windsor UK. This allowed me interaction with amateur
/ emerging and professional artists. My relationship
was not one as an artist but as an artist in the company
/ community of artists. From your local amateur
housewife to Sidney Nolan / Alan Davie / John Bellany /
Victor Pasmore / John Piper; with Damien Hirst & Holden
Rowan exhibiting with WAC in 1987/ 1988 ( amongst
Damien’s first exhibitions); WAC was an independent
platform for the Arts. This family expanded when Celtic
Vision was formed with Denis Bowen and John Bellany,
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Not unlike Celtic Vision, FÍS (Irish word for vision) was
an artist driven project, and highly successful. It was
repeated in 2009.
(AM): When did you start painting and explain your
approach?

an essential aspect of my work is composition and
my adherence to a commitment to structure. This is
also a feature found in my recent Digital work which I
complete on an iPad. Colour plays an essential feature
in my work. For me colour is as inherent a feature in my
work as is composition. I rarely have a title for a work
prior to execution as 90 percent of the time my work is a
subconscious reaction which finds a title on completion.
My reaction to a completed work is the title -the journey’s
end for that particular work (or the beginning of the
journey!)
(AM): How would you describe your methodology?
(DC): Years ago, when I first started working in the UK, I
was called a doodler! Later, as my exhibitions portfolio
expanded and folks started critically viewing my works,
I achieved the status of ‘Mark-Maker’. When I first met
my wife, I was writing a lot of poetry. In a sense I view
creating a painting as visual writing. A self-taught artist, I
do not adhere to a prescribed methodology in my creative
process. I respect and understand the materials I use and

their limitation’s. I never seek nor care for approval for a
finished work.
(AM): Finally, discuss briefly your experience with the art
world.
(DC): Although I did survive 3 weeks as a night student
in The National College of Art & Design (NCAD) in
Dublin, I am largely self-taught. It was when I moved to
the UK (1973) that I availed of the opportunity to visit
commercial and municipal galleries in London. In the
mid 80’s I had the great fortune of meeting the artist
Denis Bowen. Bowen became my mentor. He introduced
me to the London art world and the art of navigating
its peculiarities and complexities. When it came to the
contemporary and modern art world, Bowen was a
Master Painter with an encyclopaedic knowledge of art
and the art world. Bowen taught me a new way to look /
question / approach and appreciate art; from being both
a viewer and a practitioner.
www.derekculley.com

(DC):I “caught the bug” from my art teacher Seamus
O’Colman, at the age of 15 and had my first studio at
the age of 16. For me, mark making / painting was as
natural as walking or running! The studio was a garage
in the alley at the back of my house, which I rented from
the Agnes Kinsella, the mother of Thomas Kinsella, the
Irish Poet. I worked at a local bar cleaning and serving
drinks to pay for it. Painting is my life! My approach to
painting is my approach to painting. I seek spontaneity
in my work that is reflective of my moods, my emotions,
and my response to all that is beyond me and within
me. My use of materials over the years seems to bear
a pattern.
For sad heavy works I have a preference for oils whilst
for the more immediate works, I use Acrylic. I believe
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Angela Rosengart
Rosengart Collection Museum
Lucerne, Switzerland

To begin the interview, this is Madam Rosengart’s most
profound recollection of Picasso:
“To endure Picasso’s gaze was an incredible experience.
He seemed to bore into me with his eyes, indeed to eat
me up.”
What was your earliest memory of art?
“I had a passion for antiques and great works of art which
began when I had a lecture of the Greek myths, I can have
been no more than eleven or twelve years old.”
What was your most significant experience that involved
art?

Angela Rosengart (Photo by Christian Scholz)

“One of the most significant events in my life insofar as Miró:” I have a preference for his poetic and so very personal
art is concerned, was to sit for Picasso when he painted dreamlike figure representations of the early to midmy portraits. He was such a wonderful and interesting Twenties, like our Dancer of 1925.”
artist and had a very charismatic presence.”
Matisse? “His late works, the gouaches découpées, were the
most fascinating for me. What is unforgettable to me about
What is your favourite work of art?
Matisse was when he allowed my father and me to watch
“My favourite “Old Master” painting is Rembrandt’s self- him during the creation of an important work.”
portrait at the Frick Collection in New York. My favourite
impressionist work has to be the “Cathedrals” by Monet. Chagall: “His love for the World.”
Of course, for 20th-century art it’s difficult for me to decide
Paul Klee: “From an early age I was mesmerised by his use
between Picasso and Klee.”
of colours, his sense of humour, the poetry, his constant
renewal of style, his inventiveness.”
Do you remember the time you met Pablo Picasso?

Angela Rosengart with Picasso in his studio at Mougins, 1970. (Photograph by Siegfried Rosengart)
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In 1978, Siegfried and Angela Rosengart presented the
City of Lucerne with eight masterpieces by Picasso
to mark the city’s 800th anniversary. This laid the
foundations for the Lucerne Picasso Museum, which
they further endowed over subsequent years. Since
2008 these works have been incorporated into the
Rosengart Collection.

last found its permanent home. Angela Rosengart has
been driven by this passion and her love of art right up
to the present day. Born in 1932, she has been active as
an art dealer since 1948, first of all as an apprentice in
her father’s firm, then, from 1957, as a partner alongside
her father Siegfried Rosengart and after his death in
1985 as sole managing director.

In 1992 Angela Rosengart set up the Rosengart
Foundation, the purpose of which is to maintain the
art collection left to it by the founder and to make it
accessible to the public in Lucerne on a permanent basis.
In 2000, Angela Rosengart purchased the building built
by the Swiss National Bank in 1924. When the museum
opened in spring 2002, the Rosengart Collection had at

She has specialised during her professional career in
Classic Modernism. Furthermore, she was able to count
a number of Classic Modernist artists, including Picasso,
as personal friends. Picasso portrayed Angela Rosengart
no less than five times. A milestone in her career was
when, in 2003, the Philosophy Faculty of the University
of Zurich awarded her an honorary doctorate.

“The first occasion I met Picasso was during my first visit Why did you decide to specialise in Classic Modernism?
to Paris in April 1949. My father introduced me to Picasso
“That was a tradition of the (commercial) gallery since it
in his studio at the Rue des Grands Augustins.”
was established in 1920, but Impressionism and POSTIMPRESSIONISM was also very important for the gallery.”
What was it you were drawn to?
“Picasso fascinated me because of his constant renewal Of all the artists you have known, who among them were you
greatest friends?
and innovation. His talent was endless.”
Do you have a contemporary artist you admire?

“Picasso of course, but also Chagall.”

“I love Diebenkorn’s work and recently I discovered the Which of your five portraits by Picasso is your favourite?
“Perhaps the drawings of 1958 - or the large lithographs of
very interesting Heinz Mack.”
1964. It’s hard to say as I love them all”
As you have known many world-renowned artists
personally, can you give us a one-line sentence about the What does the future hold for the Rosengart Museum?
following artists:
“I hope the museum has many more happy visitors coming
Picasso: “His curiosity for everything in life which made from all over the World! I also hope that everything will
remain just as it is now.”
him appear young, even at 90!”
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Against a garish yellow background, the protagonist of
the canvas is a strange hybrid figure pictured craning
out of a balcony. Adorned with an aristocratic but
pretentious feathered hat decorated with what appear
to be crosses, and flaunting, in her bestial hand a Spanish
flag, the identity of this frenzied and frightening woman
is evident in the embellished inscription on the back
upper left of the composition.

Prof. Dr. Enrique Mallen
Oversees the “PIcasso Project” the most comprehensive, authoritative and
interactive resource on the life and works of Pablo Ruiz Picasso.

PICASSO

Early Reactions to the Spanish Civil War
Everyone knows that Picasso painted the mural Guernica
in response to the attack on a small Basque town during
the Spanish Civil War; but there are two paintings
executed months earlier that I would like to discuss and
which show what probably was a more visceral reaction to
the events taking place in his homeland, as they involved
the city of his birth, Málaga.
By the late 1930s, the extreme right was clearly on the
rise in France, Austria and Germany. In Spain, Falangist
gunmen had murdered José Castillo, an important
member of the anti-fascist military organization Unión
Militar Republicana Antifascista. In reprisal, several of
Castillo’s comrades gunned down José Calvo Sotelo, then
leader of the right-wing opposition.
Spurred to action by his assassination, a group of officers
led by the generals Mola, Franco and Sanjurjo made its
planned move on July 17, 1936 initiating the military
uprising known as Pronunciamento in Spanish Morocco.
They had intended to seize control of the entire country
immediately, but strong Republican resistance in Madrid,
Barcelona, Valencia and the Basque region condemned
Spaniards to a prolonged civil war.
From the very start, rebel forces were getting increasing
support from Nazi Germany and fascist Italy, enabling
them to carry out growing offensives against the
democratically elected Frente Popular government. A few
weeks into the conflict, planes from the German Condor
Legion bombed a Republican war ship off Málaga’s coast.
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In stark black lettering against a grey background, Picasso
spelled it out: “Retrato de la marquesa de culo Cristiano
echándoles un duro a los soldados moros defensores de
la virgen.” With this inscription, he was directly indicting
the supporters of Franco’s army, namely monarchists,
Carlists and the wealthy, conservative classes, as well as
the clergy. The figure takes on a bestial appearance, with
her melodramatically elongated hairy neck, brown torso
and claw-like fingers, a searing caricature of a noble
woman with her outstretched and raised arm, a clear
parody of the fascist salute.

Nationalist forces and their fascist supporters finally
entered Málaga on February 8. An estimated 15,000
to 50,000 civilians, chiefly the elderly, women, and
children, fled towards the city of Almeria nearly 201 km
to the northeast via the main coastal road. As the frantic
civilians trudged along, weighed down by their meager
possessions, they were brutally machine-gunned from
above by the German Condor Legion in what is known as
“the Málaga–Almería road massacre.” While up until this
point Picasso’s art had been essentially autobiographical,
deeply subjective and based entirely on his own vision of
the world, from now on his work became the expression
of an era, a symbol of resistance against the forces of
oppression that swept across Europe. If the works he
executed in reaction to attacks on Málaga predisposed
his composition of the commissioned Guernica mural,
they should then be considered his first attempt at
developing a general metaphor for the crimes of war
denounced in Guernica.

The attack had a clear impact on Picasso’s art as reflected
in Nu couché étoilé, which he had just started painting.
We see a female nude spread out on a bed with dirty white
sheets, wrapped in a green blanket, her arms raised in a
plea for mercy. On the floor lies a violet carpet, a symbol
of mourning.
The figure is outlined in a black contour that barely
separates her from her surroundings. Indeed, the
large figure seems to be integrated into the spatial
environment, which is not clearly defined either. In the
lower half of the picture, the carpet and the bed point
to an interior setting; in the upper left, a violet triangular
shape may also be interpreted as bedroom curtains.
However, the appearance of oversized stars and a
glistening white crescent moon on a black background
seems to indicate an outside scene instead. The
combination of outside and inside is indicative of a
multivalent representation, as would be the case in
Guernica. The use of the pleading distorted female as a
metaphor for the tragic events taking place in Spain point
forward to the supplicating figures in the mural.
By January 17, 1937 thousands of Nationalist troops,
including Italian and Moorish soldiers began their assault
on the still Republican-held city of Málaga. As the town
was being besieged, Picasso painted Figure de femme
inspirée par la guerre d’Espagne (Portrait de la marquise
de cul chrétien), an irrevocable indictment of the
Nationalists.
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ALONE WITH THEIR THOUGHTS
Stuart George, of Mayfair-based Arden Fine Wines

Sleeping Maid
“Sleeping Maid” depicts one of Vermeer’s women
“alone with only her thoughts,” as Tracy Chevalier, or
rather her protagonist Griet, puts it in the novel “Girl
With a Pearl Earring.” Most of Vermeer’s paintings
show one or two figures in a room lit from the viewer’s
left, engaged in domestic or recreational tasks. The art
historian Ernst Gombrich called Vermeer’s paintings
“still lifes with human beings.”
Like Vermeer himself, the young lady painted here is
utterly inscrutable. Is she napping after a hard day’s
work or sleeping off the effects of overindulging in wine,
as the half-empty (or half-full) glass implies? There is a
key in the door, suggesting that in her drunkenness she
has forgotten to lock it. She might not be a maid at all.
There is a black patch on the girl’s left temple called a
“mouche,” which was worn to prevent toothaches and
headaches but became fashionable for their effect of
making skin appear whiter. Her white collar is open,
which would have been considered indecent at the
time. She wears a striking red dress, not at all typical of
a maid’s attire.
The still life objects on the table are also ambiguous.
There are actually two glasses, one a half-full (or halfempty) “römer” and the other overturned by the wine
jug. Possibly, somebody else has just left.

Stuart George, of Mayfair-based Arden Fine
Wines, looks at Vermeer’s use of wine in six of his
canvases and then considers what wines he might
have depicted.
There are so few contemporary documents on
Vermeer’s life that Philip Steadman, a Professor
at University College London and author of
“Vermeer’s Camera: Uncovering the Truth Behind
the Masterpieces”, calls him “the Sphinx of Delft.”
Vermeer’s father, Reynier Jansson, was a tavern
keeper who also traded paintings. In 1655, Vermeer
took over the tavern, so probably he had at least a
working knowledge of the wine that is shown in
six of his paintings: “The Procuress” (signed and
dated on the lower right as “J.V. MEER 1656”);
“Sleeping Maid” (unsigned, c.1657); “Officer and
Laughing Girl” (unsigned, c.1658–1660); “Girl
Interrupted in Her Music” (unsigned, c.1658–1661);
“The Girl with a Wineglass” (signed by the wall by

the window “I V MEER”, c.1659–1660,); and “The
Glass of Wine” (unsigned, c.1661). The earliest of
Vermeer’s “wine” paintings is The Procuress. It is
typical of the Dutch “bordeeltje” genre, a brothel
scene that usually showed drunken soldiers and
busty prostitutes. Certainly, its characters look
as though they are enjoying themselves. Prior to
this, Vermeer had painted only Biblical themes.
The smirking young musician on the left holds
what is probably a glass of beer. The young lady
holds a glass of white wine.
The glass itself is a “römer,” a capacious glass
with a knobbly stem made from green “waldglas”
(forest glass) to stop it from slipping through
drunken or otherwise distracted fingers.
The Vermeer expert Jonathan Janson claims that
the artist employed a pair of compasses to capture
the jug’s contours so accurately. The scratches of
the compass are apparently still visible.

Live, laugh, love
“Officer and Laughing Girl” prefigures “The Glass
of Wine.” Their compositions are very similar, both
paintings showing a man and a woman in an interior
setting with wine to hand.
“Officer and Laughing Girl” is a cheerful and optimistic
scene, a complete contrast to the sombre “Sleeping
Maid.” Here, the girl is bathed in light, her cheeks are
flushed (from the wine, perhaps) and she is obviously
enjoying the company of the soldier who has made
her laugh. They are absorbed in each other, sharing a
happy moment with a glass of wine. But as always with
Vermeer, there are ambiguities.
Like the central figure in “The Procuress,” the female
figure here wears a yellow dress and smiles; the man
wears a red coat and a large felt hat, like the soldier
in the earlier painting. Her hands are open, but the
soldier’s are bent curiously; we do not see much of his
face. She holds a glass of wine, like the central figure of
“The Procuress.” Is this perhaps another “bordeeltje?”
In “The Glass of Wine,” we see the man preparing to
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refill the glass of the girl during a silent pause in their
dealings with each other. The body language is very
different than that of “Officer and Laughing Girl.” The
girl’s left arm is tightly folded against her lap, and we
cannot see the man’s hands, though his cuff encircles
the wine jug at the centre of the composition. A
songbook lies on the table, preceding “Girl Interrupted
In Her Music.”
Interrupted in their drinks
“The Girl with a Wineglass” anticipates “Girl Interrupted
In Her Music.” The female figure in both looks out at the
viewer, the first gleefully, but the second demurely. The
white jug of wine in “The Girl with a Wineglass,” typical
of the tin-glazed containers then produced in Faenza in
Italy, also appears in “Sleeping Maid” and “The Glass of
Wine.”
The stained glass window through which the light pours
into the room is the same in “The Girl with a Wineglass”
and “Girl Interrupted In Her Music.” In Vermeer’s work,
light is always shown coming in from a window on the
left of the composition. This is because he (and other
artists) painted with the light coming from the left so
that the shadow cast by their hand did not taint the
area on which they were working.
What are they drinking?
With the exception of the glass of red wine in “Girl
Interrupted In Her Music,” wine in Vermeer’s paintings
is always white. In the seventeenth century, the Dutch
taste was for sweet white wine. Indeed, so strong was
Dutch buying power in France that red grapes were
grubbed up and replaced by white in areas such as
Sauternes, Bergerac and Anjou.
Just as they liked their white wines as sweet as honey,
the Dutch liked their red wines as dark as midnight. They
were not interested in Claret, as the English were. But
Cahors, the “black wine,” was ideal for Dutch palates.
Spanish wine was also drunk in Holland. For more
than a century, Holland was an outpost of the Spanish
Empire. But at the conclusion of the Eighty Years War in
1648, Spain was forced to accept Dutch independence.
Even during the war, Spanish wine was sent to Holland.
Greek wine was shipped with tulips from Turkey, and
Cretan Malmsey was bought from the Portuguese, who
had already discovered that strong wine benefited from
sea travel. The Dutch pioneered the use of sulphur to
stabilise (sweet) wines in transit.
www.ArdenFineWines.com
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New Money Laundering Regulations for
the Art Market
How do these affect the Family Office?

In January 2020, the Money Laundering, Terrorist
Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on
the Payer) Regulations 2017 (the “Regulations”)
were applied to the UK art market, implementing
the EU Fifth Money Laundering Directive. The
Regulations require dealers, auctioneers, and
freeport operators (“Art Market Participants”
or “AMP”s) to conduct customer due diligence
(“CDD”) in the manner required of accountants
and banks. CDD includes enquiry into clients’
beneficial owners and controllers and can be more
extensive in certain circumstances, which is likely
to have a substantial impact for family offices and
their clients accustomed to discretion in their art
market activities. Family offices would be advised
to be prepared with necessary information to
avoid delay and the risk of disappointment.

available at https://tbamf.org.uk/publications/bamfpublications). This article reflects the Guidance in
place on 1 September 2020. While the Guidance it
is not mandatory, as Treasury approved Guidance,
it is a required source of reference for the Courts
under the Regulations (r. 86).

The art market has some unique attributes,
structured around multiple individual transactions
that may involve many participants and where
discretion is paramount. Two areas of uncertainty
have emerged over the application of the
regulations to the art market: which AMPs have
to conduct CDD; and from whom they have to
require sensitive CDD information. This article
identifies who requires this information, and who
might not.

The regulations require AMPs to carry out CDD
on their “customers.” Art market customers
are defined in section 5.5 of the Guidance (see
side box) and do not mean every party in the
transactional chain.

The primary source for reference is the Guidance
On Anti-Money Laundering For UK Art Market
Participants, issued by the British Art Market
Federation in January 2020, with the formal
approval of HM Treasury (“the Guidance,”
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The regulations apply to AMPs operating in the
UK, as well as entities controlled by UK AMPs
(wherever based), which trade or store works of
art with an invoice value of 10,000 euros or more
in a single or series of linked transactions. “Works
of Art” include paintings, drawings, limited
edition prints and sculptures, tapestries, signed
photographs and ceramics but do not include
categories such as furniture, unsigned ceramics,
jewellery, automobiles, coins, medals and stamps.

ˊ5.5 The “customer” for the purposes of the ML
Regulations will vary, depending on the AMP’s
business model. It will be the purchaser of a work
of art, and any broker or agent acting for them. It
will be the seller, where the AMP provides a service
to, and receives financial value from, them.̀
[British Art Market Federation Guidance on Anti Money
Laundering, 24 January 2020, italics added]

For family offices advising sellers, the Guidance

only requires AMPs to conduct CDD into the seller
where the seller is a “customer” with a service provided
to them generating funds for the AMP for that service.
Accordingly, a dealer or auctioneer who is the seller’s
agent or taking work for sale on consignment would
have to conduct CDD into the seller, including any other
intermediaries acting for the seller and (if applicable)
the seller’s ultimate beneficial owner. However, a
dealer simply buying for stock at arm’s length would
not normally have to conduct CDD on the seller under
the regulations, as they are not providing or being paid
for a service (they would, however, conduct provenance
checks into the art work and its history and be advised
to make further enquiries if there was any suspicion of
related illegal activity).
For family offices advising buyers, the position is slightly
different. The selling AMP auctioneer or dealer would
have to conduct CDD into the buyer, their agent and any
beneficial owner, whether the sale was on consignment
or a sale of stock. If the family office were using an AMP
to advise them on the purchase at auction, for example,
the buying AMP would not have to conduct CDD into
the ultimate seller, as the ultimate seller would not be
the buying AMP’s customer (Guidance, s. 5.8).
The Guidance (s. 5.19) provides a table of examples for
dealers and auctioneers applying these principles to
various art market situations. It will be important for
family offices, as well as AMPs, to be clear about when
the provision of sensitive CDD information is required,
and when it is not.
Where CDD is required, AMPs will need to obtain the
information already required by financial institutions
and professional advisors under the regulations, which
should be familiar to family offices. However, the
particular characteristics of the art market mean the
timing for completing CDD can be extremely tight and
has the potential to put some transactions at risk. The
regulations provide (r. 30) that CDD must be completed
before “the establishment of a business relationship
or the carrying out of the transaction.” This would
be impracticable in the case of an auction or art fair
purchase, and the Guidance (s. 54) provides that, if
necessary, CDD may be carried out while a transaction
is underway, so long as the CDD is completed before
the transaction is completed by the release of property
or funds.
In practice, many auction houses require new bidder
registration 24 or 48 hours before an auction, to provide
an opportunity for CDD checks on potential bidders

in advance of the sale, and certainly before postsale payment and collection of purchases. Failure to
complete the registration process before the sale might
prevent participation in the sale (at the auction house’s
discretion) and might risk disrupting a successful
purchase. Family offices would be well-advised to have
the standard CDD information – ownership and control
details for all entities controlling a bidding entity and
personal ID information for all individuals with control
of the relevant entities – prepared in advance of
bidding, as these will be required whenever buying for
the first time from an AMP.
Having information ready for use is particularly
important where offshore entities are involved, where
the client is a Politically Exposed Person (“PEP”) or
associated with a PEP, or is associated with a country
identified as high risk for money laundering (for
example, by Article 2 of EU Regulation 2020/855, 7 May
2020). AMPs are required to exercise “Enhanced CDD”
in these cases, and family offices should be prepared for
additional information requests concerning ownership
and control or sources of funds in order to avoid delay
and potential disappointment. Enhanced CDD is also
required where transactions are arranged remotely and
the parties have not met in person. AMPs might request
a videoconference with clients and other parties in the
transactional chain in order to verify identification
documents. Otherwise, in such cases AMPs might
have to require that corporate and ID documentation
are independently verified by a notary public or similar
official, which can cause considerable delay when the
documentation is extensive. Although not previously
common in art market dealings, having an up-to-date
pack of suitably verified information would considerably
ease the journey of an important client enthusiastic to
complete their latest art purchase.
The introduction of regulations to the UK art market has
raised uncertainties in some areas, but the regulations
are here to stay, their equivalents apply across the EU,
and, it is rumoured, will be mirrored in the US in the
future. Family offices would be advised to be prepared
with the relevant up-to-date information, to underpin
satisfactory art market transactions.
By Tom Christopherson
Tom Christopherson is a solicitor, Consultant to
Constantine Cannon LLP and Bonhams, and a member
of the British Art Market Federation committee
which produced the BAMF Guidance on Anti
Money Laundering For UK Art Market Participants.
tchristopherson@constantinecannon.co.uk
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Internationally, significant collectors such as Jean Pigozzi and
Charles Saatchi lead a growing group of contemporary art
collectors in London, Europe and North America. As the market
has matured, key figures have emerged as the bankable stars.

African Art

Aboudia Abdoulaye Diarrassouba

by Giles Peppiatt: Director of Modern and Contemporary African Art at Bonhams
Booker Prize-winning novelist Ben Okri, writing in
Bonhams Magazine, described Tutu by the Nigerian
artist Ben Enwonwu as ‘the African Mona Lisa’ and
its recent discovery as ‘a potentially transforming
moment in the world of art.’ He was not simply paying
a compliment to a fine painting. He was summing up
the incredible journey of modern African art over the
past decade. Tutu – a work of legendary significance in
Nigeria - sold for £1,205,000 in February 2018, setting
a new world record for the artist, and becoming the
most valuable Nigerian painting sold at auction.
Ten years ago, when Bonhams pioneered Modern
and Contemporary African Art sales in London
achievements of that scale seemed distant prospects.
Indeed, it felt for a while like sailing in uncharted
waters. Although we always had faith in the quality
of the work, it was not until 2013 that we experienced
a real breakthrough with collectors. (South African
art already had an established following, but its
most valuable artists at auction like Irma Stern –
whose Arab Priest Bonhams sold for a world record
of £3,044,000 in 2011– had their roots firmly in the
Western tradition).
In 2013 Tate Modern’s held a major exhibition of
Contemporary African Art in London. This was the
first large-scale international show of its kind, and it
introduced leading African contemporary artists to
a wider public. Importantly, it led to a change in the
gallery’s acquisition policy to embrace African art – an
acknowledgement that the continent was producing
some of the most exciting and dynamic works in the
world. So as we prepare to launch our first Africa
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Now Sale in New York since 2009 in May, – where
we will unveil The Bicyclists, a rediscovered work
by Nigerian painter Demas Nwoko – the landscape
looks very different from those early years. We now
hold two sales a year in London, and their value has
soared from £355,00 in 2009 to £3,750,000 in 2018,
making Bonhams the world’s leading auctioneers
in the field. In the wider art community, 1:54, the
Contemporary African Art Fair first held in Somerset
House in London in 2013, has grown year by year and
expanded to take in New York and Marrakesh. In 2017,
the Louis Vuitton Foundation in Paris hosted a major
exhibition dedicated to contemporary African art; and
the opening the same year of the Zeitz Museum of
Contemporary African Art (MOCCA) has, for the first
time, provided a high-quality showcase in Africa for
the world’s largest collection of Contemporary African
Art.
The market for Contemporary African Art has two
main drivers: African collectors both on the continent
itself and elsewhere; and international collectors and
museums. The burgeoning middle classes in countries
like Nigeria give active support to indigenous artists
by buying studio work but are also increasingly
bidding at auction. The discovery of Tutu created a
storm of media interest in Nigeria where Enwonwu’s
three lost Tutu paintings had holy grail status as
symbols of national reconciliation in the wake of the
Nigerian-Biafran conflict of the late 1960s. However,
significantly it was also a major news story in the rest
of the world, where the combination of a rediscovered
masterpiece and the powerful beauty of the work
itself was a potent attraction for the world’s media.

Harold Pratt Mansion

The Ghanaian sculptor El Anatsui, for example, has been exhibited
in prestigious galleries and museums all over the world. Best
known for his distinctive bottle-top installations, he was awarded
the prestigious Golden Lion for lifetime achievement at the 2015
Venice Biennale; and is the only Ghanaian to have been awarded
the Japanese Premium Imperiale, an honour he shares with many
other distinguished sculptors including Anish Kapoor, Antony
Gormley and Louise Bourgeois. In 2012 Bonhams set a then world
record for El Anatsui’s New World Map which sold for £541,250.
Four years later his Peju’s Robe sold for £806,500.
Ben Enwonwu’s work was, of course, in high demand at auction
well before Tutu and it regularly features among the Top Ten lots
at Bonhams sales. A sculptor as well as a painter, he was the first
important Nigerian artist to reflect the nation’s sculptural traditions
in his work and his masterpiece Anyanwu sold at Bonhams in 2017
for a world record price of £353,000.
The Nigerian painter and academic Yusuf Grillo is not a prolific
artist – his works can take years of painstaking effort to complete –
but the results are highly prized and increasing in value at auction.
Mother of Twins, for example, sold for £146,500 in 2016; The Blind
Beggar made £106,000 in 2017.
Hot on their heels are the stars of tomorrow whose recent prices
at auction had been steadily rising. In our October 2018 Africa
Now sale, the Malian artist Abdoulaye Konate’s work Composition
Three Reptiles sold for £31,250, Mozambique’s Gonçalo
Mabunda’s Throne made £13,750, and from Cote Ivoire. Aboudia
Diarrassouba’s Gri Gri III set a world record price for the artist at
auction of £32,500.
The reputation of African Contemporary art is now firmly
established. As collectors become more international and
adventurous in their tastes and keen to seek out the best in cultures
from around the world, demand for work from Africa – in my view
among the most fascinating, vibrant and engaging to be found
anywhere - will continue to grow. Perhaps we should leave the
last word to Ben Okri.: “There ought to be a new timeline of art, in
which Tutu exists alongside Picasso’s Seated Woman of 1960, and
The Bicyclists dwells alongside Edward Hopper’s Nighthawk.
These discoveries of African art are poised to alter the artistic
landscape of our times.”
Bonhams Auctions of Modern & Contemporary Art
New York on 2nd May 2019.

Enwonwu Anyanwu

Giles Peppiatt: e-mail giles.peppiatt@bonhams.com
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Eamon Colman
The Contemporary Art Market
and Aesthetics, your journey

by Derek Culley
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Horace there by Homer stands

Cold earth slept below the valley of the Thrush

Born Dublin in 1957 Eamon Colman studied at
Trinity Art Workshop and National College of Art
and Design, Dublin, beginning a professional career
in 1979. Having created over forty solo exhibitions
presented nationally and internationally he is
considered one of Ireland’s most important painters.
In recognition of his significant contribution to
Irish culture, he was elected a member of Aosdána
(Academy of The Arts) in 2007. In 1997, he held a
major mid-term retrospective exhibition at The
Royal Hibernian Academy, Dublin entitled Post Cards
Home, accompanied by a monograph by Brian Mc
Avera entitled Dreams from The Lions Head, The
Work of Eamon Colman, Four Fields Press. A 25 year
retrospective of his work is featured in Profile 25 –
Eamon Colman, Gandon Editions (2006). In 1989, he
won First Prize Painting Award in EVA International;

2001 First Prize Painting Award in Eigse; in 2002, he
was the first Irish artist to be awarded Full Fellowship
Award from The Vermont Studio Centre USA.
Question: Derek Culley (Art & Museum – A&M)
“Aesthetics’ is a branch of philosophy that examines
the nature of art and our experience of it. It emerged
during the 18th century in Europe and developed
in England as philosophers came together in such
fields as poetry, sculpture, music, and dance. They
classified all the arts into one category and called
them Les beaux arts or the fine arts. Immanuel
Kant interpreted aesthetics as a field giving priority
to form over function.”(“Art and Aesthetics in
Action”; commentary by Prof. Severyn T.Bruyn). As a
contemporary artist, is your approach to new works
intuitive or intellectually determined?

Autocumulus Clouds

Answer: Eamon Colman (EC)
Literature has played a considerable part in my work. Writers
such as Seamus Heaney, Dermot Healy and Leland Bardwell
sit alongside the 18th-century writer Xavier de Maistre - who
wrote A Journey Around My Room. In this, he describes
being confined to a small room for 42 days. This becomes
a microcosm of his world, enabling him to slow down his
observations, allowing him time for contemplation, fantasy
and creativity. I adopt the same principles in my work. Rather
than attempt to represent (pictorially) what I see, I paint
aspects of that encounter with/in nature that stimulated
my desire to paint it. I paint what resonates in my memory,
this is intuitive. Yet, what I see and feel when I garden, walk
or mix paint affects my imagination - engaging thought. I
question human/nature relations and our place in the world
- this engages philosophy. For me, intuition and intellectual
engagement are not exclusive of each other.
Question: A&M
The Contemporary Art market is open to greater “freedoms”
in approach and applications than Modern Art of the 20th
century. A classically focused approach underpins your
practice; both in researching your subject, through to
your pigment preparation by hand. Does this approach
differentiate you plus highlight an element of your practice
which is largely omitted by today’s contemporary fine artists?
Answer: EC
The Great Masters have taught us how to mix paint and
prepare canvases, about Chiaroscuro (light and shade),
composition and the golden rule, the legacy of which
remains strong today. Even though, in my work, this may not
be clearly depicted through representation - I don’t think I

am differentiated in any way, albeit my traditional
methods are somewhat invisible. I research my
subject directly by engaging with my surrounds;
this process is both external and internal – taking
place in the landscape and in my studio. While I
experience nature through walking and gardening
- all the elements are thrown at you as experiencing
it through the senses, I do not, however, paint in the
outdoors like the 18th Century Plein Air Painters. In
my studio, I prepare my paint using raw pigments,
I make primer and hone my substrate several
times and through this rudimentary ‘doing’ I am
distilling conceptually that ‘outdoor’ experience.
My method of painting is similar to that developed
by the old masters - even though I break with that
tradition by using collage. However, I am not so
‘rigid’ in thought or discipline so as not to allow the
expressive act of painting to play a part.
Question: A&M
How independent has your practice been?
Fashions, styles, cultural movements are amongst
the dynamics which the marketplace creates
coupled with the descriptors which are driven by
the dealers/curators. Please discuss your personal
journey regardless of the market dynamics.
Answer: EC
My father Seamus O’Colmáin was a painter and
so I was ‘exposed’ to his influences from an early
age. I regard myself as coming from a landscape
tradition, mainly influenced by the work by
British contemporary ‘landscape’ painters such
as Ivon Hitchens and Howard Hodgkin. When I
started, I used spray paints and stencils – depicting
stories from Celtic mythology. Later these stories
developed from encounters in India when I walked
to the source of the River Ganges, in Vermont
when the maple trees were tapped for syrup, or
when I white water rafted along the Colorado River
meeting with a Native American Indian named
Talking With Rain. These human/nature encounters
fuel my imagination and are expressed through
paint.
His work can be viewed in his representative
gallery: Solomon Fine Art, Balfe Street,
Dublin 2
www.solomonfineart.ie
www.eamoncolman.com
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learned. However, without a matching style and innovation behind
the acquired skills, these artworks ultimately get recognized
as “I can also do it” creations, which devaluate eventually. It is
important to recognize two vital values in art; the monetary
value that fluctuates and the aesthetic value which is fixed. The
aesthetic quality in good art will always persist providing viewers
with endless hedonistic pleasure. When it is linked to disruption,
the stage is set for potential fiscal growth.

A Sober Approach to Collecting
Art as an Alternative Asset

The recent shift of art market transactions
to online ventures was triggered by the
2020 COVID-19 pandemic. Most art
dealers were compelled to develop virtual
routes to sell artworks. During 2019 online
sales represented only 7.5% of the overall
$64.1 billion art market. However, today
it has become the salvation for galleries,
artists, and auction houses. Interestingly,
the adopted online sales did not restrain
the high-end sales at auction houses,
confirming that even in demanding times
good art grows in value.
One can interrogate the underlying
reasons as to why the high-end market
is continuing to perform well during
a contracting global economy. Cynics
generally argue, naively, that the wealthy
have ample funds to support their art
acquisitions. Ignoring the fundamental
reason why certain artworks will always be
in demand while others lag and disappear
from the market. Firstly, the talent which
an artist is endowed with forms the
rationale behind the sustainability of any
art asset value. Artists with lesser talent
may achieve record prices, however, these
values tend to be short-lived. The high
prices are more likely achieved through
clever marketing, and/or because these
artists’ styles are fashionable. While there
is nothing wrong with this, especially if
these works appeal to the buyer’s taste,
the owners of such works should be aware
that poor art will not grow significantly in
value in the long run.
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Innovation, and hence disruption, can be in the form of discovering
a particular solution for expressing an idea. In the oeuvre of
the South African artist William Kentridge there are countless
examples where technical problems had to be solved in order
to bring his artistic processes to fruition. A particular impressive
solution where gravitational forces were innovatively exploited
is present in Robin Rhode’s work. This insight and innovation
separated Rhode’s work from that of his peers.

by Dr. Fred Scott
I would like to touch on initiatives that can assist
investors who wish to acquire art as a means for
preserving wealth.
The term Disruptive Innovation refers to technologies
that can radically affect the way a market or industry
functions. Disruptive technologies are initially not
adopted as they often deviate from an existing industry
standard. Remarkably, this theory mirrors very well
in the art industry. This is evident when studying the
history of emerging artists who progressed to become
market leaders. There are countless examples where
now-famous high priced artists originally did not
impress the mainstream art consumers. Ultimately,
it is recognized that new virtues of the unaccepted
innovation surpass existing fine art standards.
Predictably, the impressionists and expressionist
artists working at the end of the 19th century and at
the onset of the 20th century were on the fringe. Their
new styles were much frowned upon by mainstream
art users. One can reflect on the market evolution of
Vincent Van Gogh’s sales. In other examples, Ernst
Ludwig Kirchner’s artworks initially sold for a fraction
of their current multi-million dollar selling prices.
Pablo Picasso’s artworks have over the past decades
been the most sought-after art on the international
art markets. This is in sharp contrast to his average low
prices up to the mid 20th century before his genius and
advanced thinking were more broadly recognized. On
the other hand many other artists’ works, considered
to be the best art by mainstream users at the time,
today perform poorly in the art market.
As mentioned, talent is paramount but it is certainly
not the only requirement for the production of good
art. Excellent skills to produce art objects can be

Robin Rhode, He Got Game, 2000,
C print, face-mounted to Plexiglas/
aluminium panels, Ed. of 5, 22.2 x
29.9 cm (© Robin Rhode. Courtesy
Stevenson, Cape Town and
Johannesburg)

Risk when acquiring art

As an interesting exercise, a bell curve can be used to generate a
distribution map of poor and good art. This graphic representation
provides one with a practical guide to assess investment risks.
Hypothetically, Figure 1 shows that most art, which is produced
is of average quality. Artworks can be plotted on the bell curve
according to their ranking.
Overall, artworks are admired by people on different levels. The
poorest art may have strong emotional value for reasons other
than aesthetic quality. However, if the objective for buying art is to
guarantee long-term preservation of wealth, it would be prudent
to acquire good art pieces containing elements of originality; i.e.
art produced by talented artists, which at the time of creation,
embraced specific facets of innovation.
Recently, the company Artfacts, developed a unique alternative
artist ranking system. Their model considers the number and type
of exhibitions, as well as the institutions where artists exhibited
in order to establish the global eminence of artists. Their artist
recognition ranking model is based on verifiable art market
information. Artfacts’ algorithms bring a level of transparency to
the market. Their data can assist collectors and galleries to make
business decisions. The bell curve grading approach measures
artworks according to aesthetic quality.
If the bell curve model is used as an investment guide, it will
not serve its purpose when artworks are graded incorrectly. In
addition, one should be able to distinguish disruptive innovation
from fleeting non-serious experimentation in art execution. If one
is unsure or incapable of applying this grading, advice should be
solicited from experts and connoisseurs who have an in-depth
knowledge of art history and the dynamics of contemporary art
evolution.
Dr. Fred Scott is the founding partner of Walker Scott Art Advisory,
which offers end-to-end art management services.
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THE NATURAL UNIVERSE OF
GIOVANNA GARZONI
BRINGS PALAZZO PITTI BACK TO LIFE

Cloe Lawor for Advancing Women Artists
Derek Culley

Spearheaded by AWA this is the first major exhibition of
Giovanna Garzoni’s work titled “The Immensity of the
Universe in the art of Giovanna Garzoni” hosted in the
Andito degli Angiolini. Witnessing the Florentine grand
ducal palace being brought back to life after lockdown,
from 28 May to 28 June; this exhibition was entirely
devoted to this Baroque artist, with gallery Director
Eike Schmidt commenting “Garzoni’s art marks the
rebirth of the Grand Dukes’ palace after a long moment
of darkness and silence.
This exhibition also played a leading role in an initiative
developed by Advancing Women Artists (AWA),
which has chosen it to launch a worldwide challenge
to artists and institutions to produce new creations
inspired precisely by the art of Giovanna Garzoni www.
advancingwomenartists.org.
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“In creating a challenge dedicated to this exhibition,
we hope that the exhibition itself may become a
cultural bridge between people of different countries –
remarked AWA Director Linda Falcone – We hope that
contemporary artists join in this global conversation on
art and that through their work they let us know the
extent to which Garzoni’s achievements colour their
creativity today”.
The exhibition was curated by Sheila Barker in
conjunction with the Medici Archives Project; the
catalogue is published by Sillabe; the English edition
was made possible thanks to a contribution from AWA
Life and works of Giovanna Garzoni
Flowers, plants and exotic shells, bizarre insects and
animals with expressions bordering on the human:

the forms and the poetry of nature take pride of place
in the exhibition. The exhibition comprises roughly
100 paintings, illuminations on parchment (Garzoni’s
favourite support) and drawings, in addition to a large
floral altar frontal over 4 mt. in length, accompanied by
and interacting with period porcelain, ivory pieces and
Renaissance bronzes. Imaginative and inquisitive by
nature, Garzoni, who was born in Ascoli Piceno in c. 1600,
considerably expanded her stylistic vocabulary thanks to
the remarkable penchant for travel that made her one of
the most cultivated and cosmopolitan women painters
of her age.
She lived at the courts of Venice and Turin, spent several
years with the Medici in Florence, worked in Naples
and in France, where she painted a portrait of Cardinal
Richelieu (on display in the exhibition), and even
frequented the court of King Charles I in England, a fact
borne out by documents on show in this exhibition for the
very first time. She was a friend of Artemisia Gentileschi,
that other great woman artist of the 17th century, with
whom she shared both travel and experiences and who
was something of a role model for her in that she was a
few years Giovanna’s senior.
Shrewd in currying favour with her patrons, Garzoni
specialised in miniatures on parchment, excelling in
particular in the depiction of still-life’s with exotic curios
and subjects taken from the plant and animal world.
A leading player in the cultural affairs of her age, she
rapidly built a reputation for herself and was admired
throughout Europe, to the point where she was even
portrayed in her old age by Carlo Maratta, the prince
of Rome’s Accademia di San Luca and future restorer
of Raphael’s masterpieces. Giovanna Garzoni was
endowed with astonishing intellectual inquisitiveness
and originality, which translated into penetrating and
stringent observation of the natural world. The vast
corpus of her work owned by the Gabinetto Stampe e
Disegni degli Uffizi is supplemented in the exhibition
by a series of loans from private collections and from
Italian and foreign museums illustrating the full creative
spectrum of her career.
Of particular interest are her precious floral miniatures
with vases in the Chinese style and shells from tropical
countries and her still “yet living” life’s with fruit, exotic
plants and small animals of all kinds (from insects
depicted in their infinite variety to snails, birds and

crickets) alongside the exhibition’s iconic work, her
celebrated English Small Dog portrayed on a table
with a Chinese cup and some biscuits. But Garzoni also
expressed her uniquely creative talent in the way she
juxtaposed objects and human figures. For instance;
in the Old Man of Artimino surrounded by the produce
of his labours as a farmer (sausages, fruit, eggs and
cheeses) and by his farm animals (chickens and a dog) is
a fine example. Equally striking is Garzoni’s Self-portrait
as a young girl in the guise of the god Apollo, which she
painted when barely twenty years old, and her unusual
miniature of the Ethiopian Prince Zaga Christ, whom she
portrayed while at the Court of the House of Savoy in
Turin.
And finally, the exhibition could hardly have avoided
paying tribute to Raphael (as the Scuderie del Quirinale
in Rome hosts a major exhibition to mark the 500th
anniversary of his death) in the shape of a miniature
copy, painted by Garzoni in 1649, of the Madonna della
Seggiola which was already a showpiece of the Medici
collections in her day and which still hangs in the Galleria
Palatina di Palazzo Pitti to this day.
Exhibition curator Sheila Barker said: “The aim of this
exhibition was to showcase Garzoni’s astonishing
geographical breadth and scope while also illustrating her
breathtakingly penetrating artistic vision. Her starting
point is always the heart, the fulcrum of people and
things, which she then subjects to almost microscopic
analysis. In particular, Garzoni focuses her attention on
the exotic items in her patrons’ collections, organising
them in compositions that speak of the growing
cosmopolitanism in the life of Europe’s courts and the
intense circulation of goods throughout the world in
this particular historical moment when the globalisation
process was taking its first steps”.
www.advancingwomenartists.org
Gallerie degli Uffizi Press Office
Opera Laboratori Fiorentini – Civita
Andrea Acampa,
Tel: +39.055.290383
Cell. +39.348.1755654,
E-mail: a.acampa@operalaboratori.com
Tommaso Galligani,
Tel: +39.055 290383 cell: +39.349.4299681
E-mail: t.galligani@operalaboratori.com
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Alexander Bogomazov
(1880-1930)
By James Butterwick
I first came across the work of Alexander Bogomazov (1880-1930) at the “100
years of Russian Art from Private Collections in the USSR” exhibition at the
Barbican Museum in London in 1988.
From its London base, the exhibition, something of a ground-breaker for its
time, travelled to Oxford, and finally Southampton. Why a ground-breaker?
Because it defied the imagination that in the grey, oppressive Soviet Union
people could collect art privately. How? Private property and trading was
illegal, and yet on the walls of the Barbican hung works by such luminaries as
Marc Chagall, Kazimir Malevich, Alexander Rodchenko and Alexei Yawlensky.
Mingling in with their work was that of total unknowns such as the Kiev-based,
Alexander Bogomazov.
Two pictures caught the eye. Tramway from 1914 and Steam Engine from 1915
were vast, pulsating visions of power, strength and dynamism. Both owned
by the same Moscow collector, Valery Dudakov, who also owned another
painting at the exhibition, utterly different in its pointillist style, Expectation
from the 1900s.
Clearly, the curators responsible for the catalogue also thought highly of the
paintings. Three of the four were illustrated, a ‘percentage’ that applied only
to Chagall, Popova and Rodchenko.
Six years later, in 1994 I first sold a painting by Bogomazov, acquired from
this same Valery Dudakov, a pointillist masterpiece, “Moscow, Bridge”, and in
1996, the self-same Steam Engine from the Barbican exhibition. Fortunate at
the time to have an enthusiastic client-collector of Bogomazov, we acquired
many a gem, and this artist became a favourite. Moreover, after a visit to
Kiev, I met his daughter Yaroslava and granddaughter Tanya. At the time, the
family still owned a number of works, some of which were hanging on the
walls of their absurdly modest flat. I specifically remember a drawing of an
Armenian woman; indeed, I had not seen its like before. Part Archimboldo,
part Larionov, a half Boccioni and utterly unique.
The fate of the art dealer, the collector, is strange. The granddaughter became
a friend, and I acquired that Armenian woman, as well as the only oil painting
Bogomazov ever completed of his daughter. Rather immodestly, I believe that
I helped put Bogomazov on the world stage. But in 1996, the trail went quiet.
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In 2013, at a loose end and with one telephone number,
I took a flight to Kiev. I needed a project, perhaps
Bogomazov might provide it? From that time on, my
trips became regular, I acquired numbers of works on
paper, an occasional oil, and in 2014 I put on a modest
exhibition of the artist at the Moscow Fine Art Fair. The
response was universal, the Russians had just taken
the Crimea and were cock-a-hoop – the exhibition of
someone they saw as a second-tier artist, moreover
of Ukrainian extraction – made them almost laugh, as
did the prices, and the exhibition was an unmitigated
failure. The Russian Minister of Culture came to my
stand, took one look, turned on his heel and left.
The same collection of thirteen works I then exhibited,
together with other Russian pieces, at TEFAF
Maastricht. The invitation to take part had come late,
in December 2014, but such an invitation was not one
to be turned down, and thus in March 2015, I became
the first gallery showing early 20th century Russian
pictures to exhibit at Europe’s premier Art Fair.
The show was an unqualified success. The reaction of
sophisticated European collectors and museums to
this extraordinary and revolutionary artist contrasted
markedly with that of Russian collectors. Eight of
the thirteen works by Bogomazov on show were
sold, including four to the Kroller-Muller Museum in
Otterlo, Netherlands. I was blissfully unaware that this
museum was among the most prestigious in Europe,
with the largest collection of work by Van Gogh
outside of the Museum of Van Gogh in Amsterdam,
and their patronage of Bogomazov, which continued
into 2016, has probably played the greatest role of
all in putting Bogomazov where he belongs, on an
international stage.
News of the artist, and the sales to the museum,
began to spread. The next year, I decided to put on
a personal exhibition of Bogomazov at TEFAF. A 130page hardback catalogue accompanied the exhibition,
with articles by relatives and friends of the woman
who outlived her husband by 54 years, the artist’s
widow, Wanda.

Wanda Bogomazova was a bohemian. An artist in
her own right, she met the diffident Bogomazov in
1908 and, to begin with, was utterly disinterested
in this rather gauche, shy and introspective man.
However, over the course of time, and assaulted by
some of the most romantic love letters in history (a
dedication on a 1911 landscape reads, “(Lake) Saima
whispered and, on hearing its melodies, I thought of
you”), Bogomazov won her over. Their wedding in
August 1913 set off the creative bomb that had so long
lain dormant, and in August 1914 Bogomazov wrote
his treatise, ‘Painting and Elements’, a document
described thus by Sam Reilly of Apollo Magazine, ‘I
can’t think of anyone who’s thinking about painting in
the same way as Bogomazov in the 1910s. By isolating
the expressive tools that are particular to painting
and breaking them down into their constituent parts,
Bogomazov anticipates the influential theories of
Clement Greenberg by several decades’.
The 2016 TEFAF exhibition featured, for the first time,
a mock-up of the great project that was to be the
artist’s final statement, the monumental ‘Sawyers’
epic. Bogomazov contracted tuberculosis in 1920 and
therefore knew that he was under a death sentence.
Having taken on a number of teaching posts that
restricted his easel painting, Bogomazov began, in
1926, the painting of a triptych that was to define his
last years. The triptych, owing to the artist’s death
in 1920, was never finished, but two parts were
completed, ‘Sharpening the Saws’ and ‘The Work
of Sawyers’, both of which hang in the Museum of
Ukrainian Art in Kiev. However, there is a colour
study of the left-hand side and numerous studies, the
artist painted over 300 of them for the triptych, 16 of
which were shown, together with a reconstruction
of the left-hand side, at the 2019 TEFAF Maastricht
exhibition ‘Alexander Bogomazov – The Lost Futurist’.
The public exposure of such an exceptional artist has
born further fruit. The Kroller-Muller Museum intends
to put on a joint exhibition of Bogomazov and his
far better-known friend and Kiev-born colleague,
Alexander Archipenko, in the autumn of 2021.
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HNW
DEREK CULLEY at ga ery
'Golgotha' - Acryllic on Canvas 2007
After being displayed at the 50th International Eucharistic Congress in 2012, 14 individual
panels of 'Golgotha' are now available to purchase as prints from HNW Gallery.

Security. Integrity. Discretion.
'Transforming Ego'

'Worshipping Darkness'

'In The End'

"The Stations of the Cross inspired my approach and inspiration for this work. Raised and churched in
Roman Catholic Ireland during the 1950s and 60s, I was tutored in the story and suffering told in and by
the Stations of the Cross. There is much more to the standard Stations of the Cross as seen in churches
throughout the land. In "Golgotha - The Place of the Skull" I offer an alternative view with 14 panels of
meditation. The title of each panel is my personal response to each work and is intended as a starting
point for you, the viewer. How you, the viewer respond to each panel and title is a process of your own
experience. There is no right or wrong response, as your experience with each panel is personal. I believe
thinking is important for ones' spiritual development. My thoughts I share with you, for meditation is an
endless journey and is experienced in endless ways."
- DEREK CULLEY
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derekculley.com

hnwgallery.com

STORAGE MOVING SHIPPING INSTALLATION
London | Paris | Côte d’Azur | New York | Los Angeles | Miami | Chicago | Dubai

+44 (0) 208 023 6540 familyoffice@cadogantate.com

@derekculley

www.cadogantate.com
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EIRDÍS
‘The Noise of Social Media’
Eirdís H. Chen Ragnarsdóttir is an Icelandic &
Chinese artist based in Beijing. With a mixed cultural
background, she began contemplating ideas
regarding identity from an early age. Furthermore,
her battles with issues of body image for over a
decade gave Eirdís a deeper understanding of the
ephemeral quality of the self. Eirdís began painting
self-investigative artwork as a teenager, which she
continued during her independent studies at Gallatin,
New York University, after completing her course of
traditional oil painting at Central Academy of Beijing.
Through the lens of psychoanalysis and psychology,
Eirdís links her cultural and bodily struggles to the
wider issue of identity in the age of globalization and
social media.

EIRDÍS: In hindsight, I didn’t realize how relevant
my studies would become for my art, but it certainly
continues to function as the skeleton. Moulded by
two completely distinct cultures growing up, I found
myself puzzled with the question “who am I” ever
since I could remember. The answer for that question
differs depending on the country I was in, the people
I was with and the language I was speaking. Through
my own confusion, I pondered upon psychology
in hopes to find clarity but quickly realized it was
just one of many narratives. And that was how my
obsession begun to understand more thoroughly the
differing ideas of “self” in eastern philosophy and
western. Tracing back the history of self also lead me
to investigate the direction in which the experience of
“self” is heading with the noise of social media. The
mere fact that psychology has become such a popular
topic is worth investigating on its own.
A&M: The video, on your website ‘Everything is like
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EIRDÍS: I gained confidence in the direction I was heading.
I wasn’t raised thinking art could be a career. When I met
him, I had only recently moved from New York, quit my
full-time design job and moved in with my parents so I
could focus on painting. I knew I was doing the right thing
for myself at the time, but it was blurry, and I needed
guidance. He offered me that. He wouldn’t tell me how
to paint, instead he encouraged me to see the painting as
a song or a symphony and used terms such as “rhythm”
and “octave” He never judged me for my technique, and
he emphasized discovering my own “unique voice.” I
began to break away from a strict idea of technique and
loosened up my brushstroke. I learned to express the
concept behind my work not only through the subject but
also through my approach to making the painting come
to life.

By Derek Culley

Eirdís work has been shown internationally in cities
around the world such as Reykjavik, New York, Tokyo,
Beijing and San Francisco. She had solo exhibitions in
the UltraSuperNewGallery in Tokyo in 2020 and in the
Icelandic Embassy, Beijing in 2019.

A&M: The concept of self throughout history and the
modern self as a commodity” is a key stone to your
practice and philosophy. Please discuss:

water’ 2019; made in the studio in Beijing of Chinese
Master painter Tong Hong Sheng, where you were an
apprentice highlights the challenges present in your
current Art journey. Discuss how this apprenticeship
impacted on your practice.

Festive Feast 2019 54.5 x 77.5cm

Space Swim 2019 120x80cm

A&M: Your works are divided into three categories’, i.e.
EIRDÍSCollection, EIRDÍSTheology and EIRDÍSDiaries.
For those new to your works can you discuss the purpose
of these categories’ categories’

EIRDÍS: I don’t belong in a box, and thus my artwork
doesn’t belong only to one audience. My three categories
allow me to appeal to a wider audience. EIRDÍSTheology
comprises of my most exclusive and iconic pieces,
EIRDÍSCollection consists of most of my oil paintings and
EIRDÍSDiaries consists of raw instantaneous diary entries.
A&M; The paintings in EIRDÍSCollection are polished and
accomplished (Fine Art) whilst the works in EIRDÍSDiaries
are more spontaneous and in one’s face. They hover
between Fine Art and Outsider Art. Please discuss.
EIRDÍS: I get bored easily and the versatile mindsets
when painting for EIRDÍSCollection and EIRDÍSDiaries
keeps things fresh in both directions. EIRDÍSCollection
is like storytelling for me, taking me longer to make and
activates more levels of active thinking. EIRDÍSDiaries is
a spontaneous expression unrestricted by a medium. It
transports me back, becoming a child again, excited by
anything in front of me.

Eve’s Apple 2019 120x80cn

More is more 2019 48 x 63cm

https://eirdis.com/2019
‘Everything is like Water’ Video
https://youtu.be/7annbcd80nY
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Conferro Heritae
preserve, archive and
create knowledge

by Kevin Murphy
Written history has
always been of vital
importance for civilization. The libraries of
Alexandria and Nalanda University of ancient
Magadha were razed to the ground by
totalitarians, and the world was deprived of an
endless, vast amount of knowledge that perhaps
would have enlightened our civilization in a better
way. Whether it is Zend Avesta or Sappho’s poetry
or even Confucius’s Sixth Classic, we might never
find out what great knowledge they had shared
with the world or how that might have made us
better human beings. In fact, researchers have
proved that those who are equipped with the
knowledge of their culture and history have fewer
mental health issues, like depression, anxiety, and
trauma, than those who are not.
Apart from the tangible aspects of heritage, the
protection of impalpable historical publications is
of immense importance in times to come. The lost
or near extinct content in the newspapers plays
a vital role in learning about one’s culture and
lineage, by helping understand the social, political,
and economic situations of their ancestors, which
genealogists believe can be achieved by going
through vintage advertisements, obituaries,
puzzles, and comics sections. Published vintage
advertisements are collectibles that depict
society’s trends, fonts, culture, and business
environments of the time, making them one of the
most prominent collectibles in a publication, as
they evolved to be the trendsetters of the times.
Looking back, advertisements of the 1980s, for
instance, were often derogatory towards women,
and the tobacco ads in the 1930s across the globe
were targeted as health products and depicted
women as primary consumers, things we find
strange today.
Content and data today are considered to be
among the biggest genres of wealth in the
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world, and the main sources of valuation of any
industry or business. The world would become
intellectually bankrupt without them, as they are
used across domains by commercial and noncommercial companies, students, researchers,
corporates, journalists, etc., acting as a bridge
between the past and the future, cause and
effects. Our heritage and historical content are
the founding stones of our knowledge and the
future. Not only our culture, even art, various
techniques, facts, and events of the times entail
the evolution of the modern world and are key to
the locked conundrums embedded in these past
treasures.
The collection and preservation of vintage
publications – newspapers, especially – is
important not only in terms of preserving heritage,
but also in terms of preserving historical content.
It is the need of the hour, given the fact that many
of them are already lost due to lack of awareness
about their importance in times to come, and
due to their brittle physical form. More so with
newspapers, since books, being comparatively
easier to preserve, have been preserved far better
than newspapers and magazines, due to being in
a bound state and printed on better quality paper.
The practice of newspaper collection has now
gained ground, not just for newspapers in their
entirety, but also because of the collectibles
within, like crosswords, puzzles, comic strips,
and advertisements, which are collected and
auctioned across the globe, making newspapers
all the more valuable and significant. Newer
preservation techniques have also contributed to
making the protection of newspapers easier than
in previous times, thus increasing their longevity
and value for collectors in times to come. The
need to preserve vintage publications is on the
rise every single day, since it has been neglected

for an extensive period, leading to more historical content
getting lost every day. Many reputable collectors and
investors have understood their value, and this segment is
expected to see a huge surge in times to come. There has also
been an increase in the trend of gifting vintage newspapers
on special occasions, which can be cherished for their value
as memorabilia. The preservation of newspapers is more
expensive than the preservation of books or magazines,
since newspapers require specialised techniques due to the
cheaper material quality of the paper being used. The high
cost of preservation and their importance in preserving
history makes them highly collectible items and investment
avenues.
There are quite a few organizations and libraries that enable
the preservation of rare books; however, only a fraction of the
effort is put towards saving newspapers and magazines. Only
a handful of institutions and organisations across the world
are working towards archiving and preserving publications
and content that also focus on parts of publications or
particular categories confined to a particular territory or
language. The lack of realization of the importance of
the preservation of historical publications in developing
countries, with steps to protect them being next to negligible,
has made preservation all the more necessary and gradually
made them highly collectible and valuable, with the prices
generally much higher than their Western counterparts.
There is a need for global institutions and collectors to work
towards the protection of publications across all cultures,
languages, and geography.

Historical Publications and Content
as Incorporeal Wealth, War Drums
book, Conferro Collections

Historical Publications and Content
as Incorporeal Wealth, The Daily
Telegraph 15 July 1940, Conferro
Collections

This very need to protect lost content has led Conferro
to build a massive collection and work towards the
preservation, archiving, and digitization of historical
publications belonging to various regions, eras, languages
and countries of the world, making it one of the world’s most
diverse and largest private collections, built over several
generations and seven decades. It is a collection of over a
million vintage newspapers, and hundreds of thousands of
books and magazines, beginning in the 17th century, and
about twenty million vintage advertisements also include
now defunct newspapers and magazines. A significant part
of the collection includes articles from even rarer publications
and different countries, including India, which is one of the
world’s oldest civilizations and largest publishers, owing to a
lack of preservation until the previous century.
Through various initiatives, Conferro aims to preserve,
archive, create knowledge, and showcase the importance of
culture all across the globe, with upcoming projects including
vintage libraries, fairs, and digitization projects to further the
cause and create a search engine for global historical news
and content.

Historical Publications and
Content as Incorporeal Wealth,
Swami Vivekanad book, Conferro
Collections
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Michael Cullen
The Elephant in the Studio
Tributes (1946 – 2020)

Names such as Jack B Yeats, Francis Bacon, Roderic
O’Connor, Patrick Scott, Barrie Cooke, Louis le
Brocquy, Sean Scully, Tony O’Malley, Sir John Lavery,
Norah McGuiness, Stella Steyn, Paul Henry are
immediately recognised internationally as leading Irish
artists. More recent contemporary leading Irish artists
recognised internationally include, Eamon Colman,
Elizabeth Magill, Genieve Figgis, Patrick (Paddy)
Graham, Geraldine O’Neill, John Shinnors, Una Sealy,
Duncan Campbell, John Gerrard, Alice Maher, Dorothy
Cross, Deirdre McLoughlin, Margo Banks, Elizabeth
Cope, Camille Souter and Masser.
Michael Cullen remains a world class artist whose
work is yet to be acknowledged as that of an ‘A Listed’
globally acknowledged Irish Master.
Michael was a fine artist who produced works of genius
and visual eccentricities. Never predictable, Michael
was on a journey where art was his expressive platform.
A compulsive traveller, Michael’s work and vibrant
palette bear testimony to his love of the bright light in
the countries he visited. Michael was a Master Painter
and his balance of bright colours bear testimony to his
mastery and skill when saturating a canvas with colour.
Michaels subject matter never tired, from his major
interpretation of Velázquez’s Las Meninas through to
his rendering of Tir na nÒg.
The consummate storyteller, Michaels work visually
tells stories. Not unlike the ancient Irish Seanachai or
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By Derek Culley
Shaman, Michaels work employs the same magic and
influence as witnessed in the works of Jean-Michel
Basquiat, by questioning and resurrecting our primitive
nature in response to his mark-making.
“What distinguishes Cullen from many other painters
of his generation is his belief that the task of painting
has to remain open to the influences of one’s own
environment: to give priority to one’s own immediate
existential situation. Following the Danish philosopher
Søren Kierkegaard he also believes that ‘the rationalist
cannot dance”. RHA (Royal Hibernian Academy-Dublin)
Taylor Galleries has announced the death (July 2020) of
artist Michael Cullen. Acknowledged as one of the preeminent Irish painters of his generation, he was born in
Kilcool, Co. Wicklow in 1946 and studied painting at the
Central School of Art and Design, London and Brighton
School of Art before returning to Ireland to complete
his education at the National College of Art and Design,
Dublin in the early 1970s. He moved abroad for several
years and travel remained an enduring passion: the
vibrant palette he employed reveals the influence of
time spent in hotter climes, particularly Mexico, North
Africa and Spain. His use of bright, clean, saturated
colour is emphasised by accents of brilliant white, and
his paintings and prints populated by an eclectic crew
of cowboys, elephants, circus performers, bullfighters,
infantas and camels.
Michael Cullen exhibited in Ireland and further afield
and has been represented by Taylor Galleries since
the mid-1990s. A member of Aosdána and the Royal

Michael-Cullen--Charging-Elephant--oil-on-linen--50-x-60-cm

Hibernian Academy his work is included in many
notable private collections, as well as the public
collections of the National Gallery of Ireland; the
Hugh Lane Gallery; IMMA; The Arts Council; Trinity
College Dublin; The Ulster Museum, Belfast; Arts
Council of Northern Ireland (ACNI); AIB; Bank of
Ireland and the Berlin Senate.
Irish Arts Council & AOSDÁNA
The Arts Council has expressed its regret at the death
of painter Michael Cullen. Arts Council Chair Prof.
Kevin Rafter said: “Michael’s work was filled with
vitality and rigour. It reflected his spirit as an artist,
particularly his wide travels which shine through in
his work through a bold use of colour and pattern. His
contribution to art in Ireland and his presence within
our community of artists will be sorely missed.”
Michael Cullen was born in Kilcoole, County Wicklow
in 1946. He studied painting at the National College
of Art in Dublin and life drawing at the Central College
of Art and Design in London.
From 1969 he lived and worked for long periods of

time in England, Spain, Morocco, Germany, Mexico
and France. In recent times he divided his time
between Spain and Ireland. He was elected a member
of Aosdána in 1984. In 2006 he was elected as an
associate member of the Royal Hibernian Academy
(RHA) and in 2007 he was elected to full membership.
Some of the Collections his work features in are:
the Museum of Modern Art, Kamnik, Slovenia; the
Berlin Senate Collection; the National Gallery of
Ireland; the Ulster Museum; Civic Collection, Derry
City Council; the Arts Council of Ireland; the Arts
Council of Northern Ireland; the Irish Contemporary
Art Society; Edward Kienholz and Nancy Reddin
Kienholz Collection, Idaho, USA; Central Bank of
Ireland; Allied Irish Bank; Bank of Ireland; the Office
of Public Works; Trinity College, Dublin; Dublin City
Gallery the Hugh Lane; and under several collections
in IMMA, the Irish Museum of Modern Art.
Michael Cullen was represented by the Taylor
Galleries, Dublin and since 1968 he had 35 solo shows
and showed in numerous group exhibitions.
www.taylorgalleries.ie/Michael-Cullen-Tir-na-nOg
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MOVING RARE AND PRECIOUS
ART ONBOARD SUPERYACHTS
ACROSS BORDERS
Pandora Art Services and
ACREW publish Market
Intelligence Report

The Yacht Club de Monaco was an apt setting to
welcome industry specialists from cultural heritage
and yachting, who gathered to share experiences
on a critical subject for the family office sector:
avoiding unfamiliar risks with art and artefacts on
board superyachts. Significant names in yachting,
including Edmiston, Dohle Yachts, Masters and
Rosemont Family Office, learned alongside
Monegasque private bankers how important it is
to conduct thorough due diligence for the yacht
owner.
Family Offices have started to take over
management of yachts and bring many skills
to bear. However, many will also be new to the
idiosyncrasies of the marine environment and
regulations that may apply. In fact, even those
seasoned delegates flying into Monaco from
the superyacht world – captains, crew, yacht
management and advisors, were surprised to
hear about incidents ranging from the seizure of a
vessel for infringing national art treasure laws to an
elbow punching through a $46m Picasso painting,
creating a large tear.
Introduced and moderated by Pandora MatherLees, in collaboration with ACREW Superyacht
membership organisation, partners working with
Pandora Art Services consultancy, risk assessment
and training programme were invited to illustrate
what can be done to solve problems or indeed to
avert them in the first place.
Chelsea Art Group’s Don Christiansen started the
proceedings by explaining how he has specified,
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procured and delivered pieces running into many
millions of dollars for stunning interior programmes
and how this can be fraught with potential damage
before it even hits the bulkheads. Once procured,
there is a need to deal with damage and wear
and tear. Simon Gillespie revealed some of these
risks, including red wine and grime from the
environment, showing the intricate work conducted
to effect repairs and protect the most valuable and
appreciating assets on board. Shipping nail to nail
is one of the most hazardous tasks affecting art
anywhere, and Hedley’s Group regularly handles
shipment along the Cote d’Azur and globally, on
and off yachts and into private UHNW residences.
General Manager, Victor Jacques, explained that
the worst hazard is last-minute requests to move
key pieces, leaving no time for planning and risk
assessment.
Once shipped and in place, security from theft is a
critical protection issue, as explained by Mike Pavluk
of Frankentek Yacht Security. Mike demonstrated
a plethora of solutions, to secure pieces, to conceal
them and to avoid anyone coming too close to a
piece or indeed the vessel under water to avert
both theft and incidental damage due to proximity
to the piece. Arius Technology suggested that
perhaps valuable paintings just do not belong on
board in the first place and dramatically unveiled a
mint condition Iris painting by Van Gogh which any
expert would be hard pressed to distinguish from
the original apart from its metal substrate. CEO
Paul Lindahl created a gasp from the audience as he
tripped, flinging his water over the ‘canvas’. Arius
creates 3D printed replica copies of masterpieces

but goes beyond this, offering the scanned data file as
evidence to insurers or indeed conservators to detect
early signs of deterioration, or to keep secure in case a
replica might be required following theft or irreparable
damage.
These insightful presentations followed two keynote
lectures from VIP guests. John Scanlon exposed
shocking tales of how endangered species materials
are floated onto the market and trafficked and the need
to keep abreast of the growing number of specimens
joining the prohibited list. As ex-Secretary General of
the World CITES organisation and Special Envoy for
Africa Parks, John silenced the room revealing that
100,000 elephants were slaughtered in just three years
and that we have just lost the last ever white rhinoceros
on the planet.
V&A Museum veteran Holly Trusted continued by
sharing how governments around the world restrict
exports of what are deemed ‘National Treasures’,
preventing them from being lost to the nation. Dr
Trusted is an expert in sculpture. She is consulted
to vet art fairs and sits on the prestigious Waverley
Committee, which decides whether or not an artefact
should leave the UK.
Both of these keynote topics have seriously affected
superyacht owners and the family offices in charge of
the vessel. When news hits the press, it is damaging to
the reputation of the vessel, crew & management, not
to mention the owner. Daniel Taylor of Taylor Hampton
Solicitors spoke about how news can be rapidly spread
and transformed to become defamatory. When it
happens, privacy and media legal experts need to
move fast in close collaboration with the principal and
team to ensure damage limitation and containment of

the news, putting pressure on the press to withhold or
amend false statements.
This latter example illustrates the need for yacht
management and family offices to be prepared in
advance by forming sound relationships with those
who will help when it goes awry. Taking action before
any incident costs just a little time and forethought
and will demonstrate good practice, mitigating blame
and of course future-proofing highly negative impact.
The Practical Care of Onboard art Collections offers
training onboard, one-to-one or in the classroom with
ACREW Yachting at multiple destinations.
Pandora Mather-Lees explained that interior crew,
captains and management need to know about
the care of art (and indeed design) on yachts at all
levels, not just at senior level: “So much damage
has been caused, inadvertently, by ignorance of the
characteristics of objects aboard that appear seemingly
innocuous, yet they can run into eight-figure sums
and infringe regulations in multiple territories. We are
happy to share the Market Intelligence Report from
this intensive and valuable ACREW INSIGHTS day in
Monaco for those who did not attend.” Pandora Art
Services and ACREW, with media partner Family Office
Magazine, plan a supplementary Insights afternoon at
the Monaco Yacht Show, September 2019, to address
additional fine art risks.
For access to the Market Intelligence Report or more
information, please contact: Pandora Mather-Lees,
Pandora@rdg.global

by Pandora Mather-Lees
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Margriet van Engelen
A world in Mesh
for the presentation of geometrically abstract artists
and in Essentie 4+. Its aim is looking for the essence
within art.

by Derek Culley
Margriet was educated at HKU of Arts Utrecht
in the Netherlands. Her theme is ‘The illusion of
seeing and its uncertainty’, which arises from the
theme ‘The process of movement and change’, a
process that relates to everything (climate change
and social developments in society are also
included). She is informed by and very interested
in history (especially social history), literature,
philosophy (Hannah Arendt, Martha Nussbaum
and Levinas) and non-Western philosophies.
Margriet developed her own direction in art by
conducting an image correspondence with Edith
Bons. Making sparkling patterns related to the
rhythm of music, in which changes take place,
that arouse surprise, is a recurring feature in
Margriet’s work.
By teaching language lessons to refugees, she
became interested in the origins of the war in
Syria and the complexities inherent in the layers
of conflict.

Breaking Fixed patterns 2, without a background

Margriet has been exhibiting since 1994 –
present; both locally and abroad through pop-up
exhibitions with The White Cube in Germany and
Denmark, also in Gallery Playroom, and curating
Russia (Virtual) and “Peace and Freedom”.
Margriet is affiliated with Bos Fine Art in The
Hague, which has a major role in the Netherlands
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The art critic Walter Van Teeffelen observed.
Few artists in the Netherlands have made as much
work of metal mesh as Margriet van Engelen. Initially
she worked with other materials, in particular paper.
Margriet: “I became allergic to glue with which I
hardened the paper. What now? I thought. I started
looking for something that was transparent. I ended up
with steel mesh. It was rather hard to change because
working with steel mesh was a change from modelling
to constructing my images. But it challenged me to
play with it. I was going to break through the tight grid
and explored the full potential, by bending, folding,
cutting in order to let the viewer the change process let
my art change by looking from different perspectives
with the help of mirrors or by giving them different
backgrounds. That makes the viewer surprised and
may raise awareness. *
A&M: AiWeiWei, the artist has assembled a set of
300 installations around New York City, based around
the concept of fences and borders, to showcase the
‘narrow-minded’ attempts used to ‘create some kind
of hatred between people’
The same artist who has covered a concert house in
refugee life jackets recently made a documentary on
the refugee crisis called Human Flow which received
its premiere at this year’s Venice film festival. “The
purpose is to show it to people of influence; people who
are in a position to help and who have a responsibility
to help,” he said to the Guardian October 2017*. “The
refugees who need help – they don’t need to see the
film. They need dry shoes. They need soup.” AiWeiWei
AiWeiWei, Banksy, to name two A listed artists have
made significant commitments/statements with their
work regarding immigration. Discuss in respect of
your practice.

MvE: An active member of Amnesty International,
I believe we are obliged to help refugees. I went to a
lecture where historians discussed about the starting
point of the European Union History. They agreed
taking Auschwitz as the beginning. The horror of the
thoughtful and organized way of killing people and
the tools used for the destruction of people who the
Nazi’s saw as unworthy people was so abhorrent and
confrontational that one could only look at ‘man’ in a
different way, a different perspective. People realized
in every human being is evil and that has to beware of.
How could I visualize that? It became a triangle, which
seems to continue in the mirror and then become a
square, that represents the circular of history, with
windows on the sides, they symbolize the different
perspectives of the countries brought together by
the European Union with the aim of forging a unity
between with democracy as the main starting point. It
is called the Framework of History (2011).
AM: Your hands-on experience through teaching
language to Syrian refugees, which is real and not
Hollywood, plus contemporary, informs you as a
person. How does it inform your current Art practice?
MvE: I remarked how hard it is for refugees to be
accepted in the countries they arrive. It is therefore
necessary to build bridges so that people feel
connected to each other. Only then we can solve
the current issues together. Therefore, I show my
installation “Ubuntu” at intercultural meetings,
inspiring people to have a good dialogue together.
AM: What is the key purpose/point in your work?
MvE: Opening minds. My stainless-steel mesh works
have, as a principal purpose the power to connect
people, opening minds to all human beings.
margrietvanengelen@planet.nl
https://www.margrietvanengelen.nl
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Driven to Abstraction
The Documentary

Queens. It turned out that all the fakes were the work
of a single forger, Pei-Shen Qian, a Chinese immigrant
who had the uncanny ability to mimic the masters of
Abstract Expressionism. In the late 1980s he had been
discovered painting portraits for tourists on the streets
of New York by Glafira Rosales’ companion, Jose Carlos
Bergantiños Diaz. By the early 1990s Bergantiños had
enlisted him to create works that would pass as Mark
Rothkos, Jackson Pollocks, Clyfford Stills, Franz Klines,
Richard Diebenkorns, Barnett Newmans, and Robert
Motherwells over the next two decades.
Did Pei-Shen Qian know that his paintings were
being sold as the genuine works of those abstract
expressionists? According to his old friends, fellow
Chinese immigrant artists, Hongtu Zhang and Andy
Chen, he did not; according to the federal prosecutors
he did. Another question of self-deception or outright
lies?

“Driven to Abstraction” unravels a mutating saga
of self-delusion, lies, and greed -- the greatest
forgery hoax ever of Modern American Art -- a
scandal that brought down Knoedler, New York’s
oldest and most venerable gallery. There are
obvious villains and victims in this story, but there
are also players—major and bit—whose roles in
the swindle were nebulous. Was Ann Freedman,
the well-known and worldly Knoedler director,
conned by Glafira Rosales, a small-time art dealer
no one had heard of? Did Freedman truly believe
that forty fakes attributed to the most renowned
abstract expressionists were authentic —or—
did she eventually suspect they were fakes, yet
continue to sell them for fifteen years?
When Patricia Cohen of The New York Times broke
the story that Knoedler’s sudden closing was
related to a $17 million fake Jackson Pollock the
gallery had sold to hedge-funder Pierre Lagrange,
other collectors began to panic and wonder if they
too had plunked down millions on worthless fakes.
Art advisor James Kelly recounts the morning his
clients, Domenico and Eleanore De Sole, read
that article and realized their beloved Rothko
shared the same provenance as that fake Pollock.
Lawsuits started flying, and the FBI did what
they do—they followed the money to tax evasion
and money laundering and to a modest house in
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Michael Shnayerson of Vanity Fair exposes the absurdity
of the shifting stories of provenance. Eileen Kinsella of
ArtNet and M.H. Miller of Art News divulge the myriad
warnings that Ann Freedman missed or ignored, as the
mysterious Glafira Rosales showed up with her endless
supply of newly discovered masterpieces. Art forensics
specialist Jeffrey Taylor wonders who was fooling who.
Most of the civil lawsuits quietly settled, but in 2016
the trial of Domenico and Eleanore Del Sole v. Ann
Freedman and Knoedler proceeded, disclosing
shocking details of how this hoax had flourished for so
long despite plenty of red flags popping up along the
way. And then, after two weeks of damning testimony,
it too suddenly settled—sparing both Freedman
and Knoedler’s owner Michael Hammer their muchanticipated appearances on the stand. Why settle just
days before the case would have gone to the jury?
The final two witnesses had testified about Knoedler’s
financial affairs-– it was a case of follow the money.
Without a verdict the trial still revealed much of the
larger story of how the art market functions with
its opaque transactions and coded language. And
the Knoedler scandal continues to rattle nerves and
silence prominent art experts, dealers, buyers and
sellers-- the very same silence that allowed the hoax
to succeed in the first place. The exception is art
dealer Martha Parrish, a former board member of Art
Dealers Association of America, who agreed to testify
at the trial. Other well-known art dealers privately

commended her for going public, but they declined.
“What’s everyone so afraid of,” asks Parrish. “Almost
every dealer has inadvertently sold a fake. The question
is what do you do when you realize you have? The only
ethical thing to do is return the money.” That’s what
didn’t happen in the Knoedler case.
As the story of this scandal unfolds, it all seems too
wacky to have ever been taken seriously-- from the
mysterious Swiss/Mexican collector and his anonymous
go- between... to the unholy alliance between the
well-known Ann Freedman and the unknown Glafira
Rosales... to the Chinese forger, part patsy, part master
of the masters of abstract expression. Yet, viewed in
the larger context of how the high-end art market
functions, it is not so surprising. For, along with arms
and drugs, the art trade is the most unregulated in the
world.
What did Ann Freedman know and when did she know
it? The mystery continues. Laura Gilbert of The Art
Newspaper lands the only post-trial interview, in which
Freedman concludes “it’s the art world; get over it; I
didn’t slay anyone’s first born.”
Glafira Rosales may be as great an enigma. Revelations
at her sentencing transformed this arch villain into
just another victim. Art journalist Judd Tully offers the
final verdict. Wittingly or not, it was two women from
very different worlds who crossed paths and became
the stars of the greatest forgery hoax ever of Modern
American Art. The art market’s lack of transparency
smoothed the way.
“It took a village,” says reporter Patricia Cohen who,
along with other journalists, dealers, critics, and
attorneys, peels away the layers of this bizarre tall tale.
They leave us wondering how many other artists were
faked and how many fakes are still out there-- lurking
in museum storage... hanging on collectors’ walls....
waiting to resurface and be resold when the Knoedler
scandal recedes?
Daria Price - The Director
Daria Price works in both documentary and narrative
film. Making DRIVEN TO ABSTRACTION, she spent
years following an art forgery hoax and the New York
trial that exposed the scandalous habits of the art trade.
www.driventoabstractiondocumentary.com
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JD Malat Gallery

opens ‘Echoes of Light’, by
Andy Moses, in celebration of
their 1st Anniversary

From June 21st – 20th July 2019, Los Angeles-based artist
Andy Moses is set to make his London debut with his solo
exhibition, ‘Echoes of Light’, at JD Malat Gallery. Curated
by Larry Bell, one of America’s most renowned and
influential artists, ‘Echoes of Light’ will feature a selection
of concave paintings, alongside Andy’s newest circle
and hexagonal pieces created especially for the London
showcase. This exhibition also coincides with JD Malat
Gallery’s landmark 1st anniversary; a fitting celebration
to mark one year since the Mayfair-based gallery opened
to much acclaim in June 2018.
The gallery opened with Norwegian artist Henrik
Uldalen’s solo exhibition, ‘Metanoia’ - 11 June 2018 to
12 July 2018. Uldalen said: “This exhibition is a symbolic
riddance of a certain darkness which I have always
carried…the collection is the slow realisation of the everchanging self.”
The second solo exhibition was by Turkish artist
Zümrütoğlu, who brought his solo exhibition ‘Mirror of
Darkness’ to JD Malat Gallery from 1 October until 13
November 2018. Zümrütoğlu’s exhibition explored Joseph
Conrad’s novel, Heart of Darkness. He explained: “I have
always been heavily inspired by Conrad and his work. This
is my own Heart of Darkness, exploring existential fears
about modernity, progress and capitalism.”
Columbian artist Santiago Parra ended the year with his
expressive paintings in ‘Rising Action’, from 16 November
until 15 December 2018. This collection of works
explores the artist’s subconscious in an expressive and
intrepid way, expanding our understanding of Abstract
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Expressionism. For the first time, Parra felt he was able
to achieve the technique of making Automatic Paintings.
Conrad Jon Godly’s beautiful swiss alps brought a breath
of fresh air to the New Year with his solo exhibition, ‘TO
SEE IS NOT TO SPEAK’, from 25 January 2019 to 2 March
2019. Godly explains, “My surroundings have a huge
influence on me, artistically and personally…only after
closely watching and listening can you understand your
subject. And understanding is crucial to paint the subject
well.”

acrylics in ‘Echoes of Light’ reflects his experiences of
growing up surrounded by incredible landscapes, and
serves to mimic nature and its forces. He uses a unique
process of preparing layers of floating paint before
allowing them to flow across the surface.
Andy first began work on concave surfaces in 2003,
allowing him to further play with light, as well as creating
a greater feeling of depth. The concave paintings sway
between pure abstraction and sweeping vistas of various
types of landscapes, including the ocean, desert, sky,
clouds and even tectonic shifts - both real and imaginary.
In the circular and hexagonal paintings, it appears as if
one has zoomed in on these vistas and compressed and
contorted them to suggest a new kind of space, that still
alludes to organic forms, but from a more microscopic or
macroscopic point of view.
Commenting on his work, Andy says, “My quest is to create
the sensation of light that appears to be emanating from
the surface of the painting rather than being reflected
off it. I use a variety of pearlescent pigments that appear
to shift in hue and vibrancy as the viewer moves around
the painting.” Andy continues, “When the opportunity to
exhibit my work in London came up, Larry, who is an old
family friend, immediately volunteered to help me select
the pieces. His suggestions were invaluable in creating a
well-rounded presentation of my work. I am extremely

grateful for his advice, involvement, and continual
support and am honoured to be working with JD Malat
Gallery for my first solo show in London.”
Speaking of Andy’s work, renowned artist Jeff Koons
says, “I’ve always loved Andy’s work. It’s interesting
how it embraces many dialogues within the history
of painting, from nature, landscape and science to
abstraction. The paintings embrace everything while at
the same time a sense of negation is always present. This
polarity allows you to discover your relationship with the
work itself. There’s always a sublime beauty within the
work. The commingling of time and space, both real and
abstract, is one of the most relevant aspects of Andy’s
work to me. Moses’s work is powerful and extreme, from
the beginning to today, in concept and execution.”
“We are honoured to be showcasing Andy’s debut
show, carefully curated by Larry Bell, here in London.
The echoes of nature are felt as we gaze upon Andy’s
paintings. It is a real pleasure to exhibit a show which
brings two amazing artists and visionaries together,”
Gallery Founder Jean-David Malat says of the upcoming
exhibition.
‘Echoes of Light’ will be the 7th solo exhibition JD Malat
Gallery has had the pleasure of hosting, with many more
exciting plans for the future.
www.jdmalat.com

We celebrated International Women’s Day with the
opening of Icelandic artist Katrin Fridriks’s solo exhibition
‘Grey Area’, 8 March 2019 to 27 April 2019. The exhibition
consisted of a selection of major abstract works which
discover the natural energies of her native country,
Iceland. She explores human interaction with the forces
of nature and takes inspiration from inventor Nikola
Tesla’s idea of clean and free energy.
Critically acclaimed Chinese contemporary artist Li
Tianbing brought his solo exhibition, ‘Urban Scene’, to
Mayfair from 2 May 2019 to 15 June 2019. ‘Urban Scene’
becomes a signifier of the ideological tensions which
clash in the main spaces of the world’s urban centres. Li
Tianbing’s work is a spectacle, not only for those involved,
but for the viewer, who becomes a witness to these social
pressures. And finally, to end an incredible first year for
JD Malat Gallery, ‘Echoes of Light’ by Andy Moses will be
our solo exhibition for summer 2019.
Andy’s distinctive style is simultaneously abstract and
representational; the technical fluidity of his work with

‘Echoes of Light’, by Andy Moses, in celebration of their 1st Anniversary
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the cliff. Upon entering the Gardens of Etretate, they
were greeted with rows of tiered gardens, which began
unveiling the sculptures as they meandered through
the narrow paths, all to the quiet pomp of the orchestra
hidden amongst the foliage. Scattered amongst the
soft twists and bends was an obvious juxtaposition
between the pieces and garden; many of the sculptures
gave a hard edge to the smooth curves. Along with the
installation pieces, living statues were set loose into the
gardens. The sharp mirror effect of the suits of armour
altered its surrounding contrasting deep greens and the
bright white of a cloudy sky, creating a warped reflection
of the world around them. These living sculptures were
a collaboration between artist Venera Kazarova and coowner of Les Jardins d’Étretat, Mark Dumas.

by Kevin Murphy & Amanda Ford

Les Jardins d’Etretat, Normandy
Les Jardins d’Etretat is an experimental garden perched
upon the white cliffs of the Normandy coast. This view
from the gardens inspired the likes of Claude Monet,
who’s immortalised in sculpture overlooking the cliffs.
The gardens have an interesting past. A famous actress
named Madame Thebault lived in the adjoining cottage
and inherited the inspiration of Monet, who suggested
she create an Avante Garde Garden. She planted a tree in
1905, and thus the garden was born. Over
100 years later, the gardens are still heavily influenced
by their surrounding coastline’s landscape and flora and
fauna. In 2017, it was developed by the internationally
renowned landscape architect Alexandre Grivkot,
founder of He Nature. With this garden, he’s created a
futuristic sixth type, setting aside the other five major
types: English, French, formal Italian, Oriental, and Asian
gardens.
This garden of the future is a constantly evolving work of
contemporary art, sculpted not only by hand, but also by
its surroundings. The garden also boasts a collection of
both temporary and permanent artists’ sculptures.
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Guests were invited to join a guided tour of the gardens
with a few of the garden’s experts, then later joined
the artists and curators to celebrate the opening of
the exhibition. The reception of beautifully presented
canapes and champagne welcomed the artists and
attendees who were present in celebration of the
incredible gardens and exhibition’s works.
Artist GIanna Dizpenza created an elaborate piece
entitled “The Space Between”. Originally, the concept

was developed in 2011. The Space Between shows the
relationship between the space and occupied space;
against the sky and its surroundings, it creates a strong
contrast, allowing the piece to stand out amongst
the smooth, undulating hills of the garden. The lifesized sculpture is responsive to its surroundings, with
the steel’s rust becoming increasingly present due to
the salty coastal air. As described by Gianna: “What I
like most about this piece is that it almost disappears
into the trees. It’s usually seen from below, and from
this angle the rods sit against the sky, much like the
surrounding branches and foliage. But of course, the
coastline is perhaps Étretat’s most prominent marker.
So when we set The Space Between up on that wide,
annular platform, facing the English Channel, I couldn’t
help but think of it as a figurehead of some old ship,
rusting there against the wind.”
Shuengit Chow’s gardens piece stemmed from the
virtual world. Originally conceived in a digital format,
Chow wanted audiences to see a physical form of her
art. An artwork formed of 237 cubes, riveted together
using aluminum rivets, with reflecting materials to
adapt to its new home within the gardens. “The Garden
is green and organic with curves – it’s juxtaposed with

“Oscar Wilde believed that the natural beauty we admire
is the creation of human civilization.”
Double Jeu opened at Normandy’s Les Jardins D’Etretat
on the 17th of May. The exhibition is a collection of work
from twenty-four sculptors from around the world, each
representing their own countries of France, Belgium,
Spain, Italy, Portugal, Armenia, Australia, Russia, China,
and Ukraine.
Among the specialist jury members are Pauline de
Laboulaye (art historian, curator, administrator of the
Foundation Antoine de Galbert in Paris) and Sebastien
Montabonel (director of the Foundation Art Institutions
of the 21st Century in London). Other members of the jury
are: Jérôme Félin - Plastic Arts Councillor at the Regional
Directorate of Cultural Affairs of Rouen (France), Maria
Rus Bojan - Founder of MB Art Agency, international
contemporary art curator and advisor (Amsterdam,
Netherlands) and Anthony Fawcett (curator and art critic,
London, UK). Guests were invited to take the tourist
beach train from the town to the iconic view from atop
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Storytelling with Science
What Materials Analysis Can Reveal
about an Artist’s Creative Process
by Lindsey Bourret, Europe Art Analysis & Research

When the infamous German art forger, Wolfgang Beltracchi,
was brought down by the discovery of a modern pigment
in a purported early 20th-century painting, the art world
was once again reminded of the importance of including
scientific analysis in the due diligence process. Viewed as a
way to reduce risk and uncertainty in the market, imaging
and materials characterization have become increasingly
common around high-value transactions.
Now, art scientists are beginning to ask themselves: what
more can we do to help?
When we think of the myriad of scientific tools that are
currently at our disposal, we tend to think of them as
only being used to answer period or dating questions,
leading to proper attribution and authentication. In fact,
there are many other applications, from enhancing our
understanding and appreciation of an artist’s work through
technical art history to creating a more materials-conscious
conservation plan.
Art Analysis & Research – the same laboratory responsible
for Beltracchi’s demise – has been on the forefront of both
efforts.
Dr. Nicholas Eastaugh, Chief Scientist at Art Analysis &
Research, was invited to the Pollock-Krasner House and
Study Center and was permitted to take samples from
Jackson Pollock’s studio. A display case containing 17
paint cans, still with the paint and brushes, and dipsticks
and turkey basters that the artist used, were all tested.
Dr. Eastaugh said, “Studying an artist’s materials reveals
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how they thought through the choices they made.
For Pollock, this was a conscious decision to exploit
commercial paints rather than those made for
artists, which better suited his vision, by behaving in
new, less constrained ways. “
Pollock’s studio floor remains exactly as he left it.
To create many of his iconic paintings, he laid out
his canvases to have paint dripped and poured over
them, often going over the edges so that the excess
splatters accumulated over time to create a densely
layered surface. The experience of stepping out onto
the floor – itself a work of art - grants visitors an
unexpected sense of intimacy as they experience the
artist’s work through his own eyes.

a project involving a monochrome painting from the
1960s that had developed large, light stripes across
its surface. Rieppi said, “The paint was delicate and
could easily mar, so it was important for conservators
to know exactly what they were dealing with before
proceeding with treatment.”

A better understanding of an artist’s material choices
provides similar insight. Dr. Eastaugh said, “It brings
one much closer to the original creative process; that
is, it is not just about what we see on the wall now,
but also what it meant to Pollock himself.”

Scientific testing revealed that the white shapes
represented a wax-containing fatty acid material
that exuded from the paint up to the surface. By
knowing the chemical composition of this material,
conservators were able to identify an appropriate
cleaning solution and approach to safely remove
the material from the surface of the painting.
Additionally, it was determined that excessive
heat might have played a role in altering the paint
surface. It was hypothesized that the odd stripelike shapes might have resulted from pipes or ducts
behind the wall on which the painting was displayed.
As a preventative measure, the owner moved it to
another location.

More recently, Art Analysis & Research has provided
support to catalogue raisonné projects funded
by the Josef and Anni Albers Foundation and the
Russian Avant-Garde Research Project to provide
information critical to the study and appreciation of
these artists.

How many works of art will be saved by scientific
analysis and careful conservation? What more can
technical art history tell us about an artist’s creative
process? We are only just beginning to understand
what science can offer to the fine art industry and are
bound only the limits of human ingenuity.

In addition to strengthening our connection to an
artist’s work, science is also helping us to ensure its
preservation for future generations. Art Analysis &
Research is often hired by conservators to answer
specific, materials-related questions, from helping
to choose compatible solvents and adhesives to
determine the cause of damage and discolouration.

According to Dr. Eastaugh, “This is an exciting
time for science and art, with many new ideas
and approaches. I think we are going to see a
technological revolution in how we look at the
products of our cultural heritage.”

The company’s Principal Investigator in New York,
Nica Gutman Rieppi, has begun to field an increasing
number of questions about the maintenance
and preventative conservation of modern and
contemporary works of art. She recently worked on

Art Analysis & Research (www.artanalysis.com)
is an independent scientific art testing laboratory
with locations in the New York, London and
Continental Europe. With a focus on authentication
and attribution solutions, the company serves a
wide base of customers, including museums, artist
foundations and the commercial art market.
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Anna Khachatryan
‘Lollipop Girl’
Yerevan. In 2017. In 2018-2019 Anna had exhibitions at
Fremin Gallery and E.S.P Gallery in Chelsea, New York
plus during Art Basel in Miami.

By Derek Culley
Anna Khachatryan was born in Yerevan city of Armenia.
She attended primary school No. 137 in Yerevan and
finished her studies in 2010. In 2011, Anna entered
Russian-Armenian (Slavonic) University and completed
her education in the Department of Film and Television
Production. While in school, Anna worked as an
announcer for a radio station and continued her work in
film production and photo art during her studentship.
Anna’s first works drew recognition and praise from
her teachers who were impressed with her work. Later,
Anna enrolled in courses focusing on photo art.
In 2012, Anna’s first photography exhibition took place
at the Armenian Center of Contemporary Experimental
Art. Throughout the year, Anna was invited to exhibit
at several Armenian art galleries. In 2013, Anna’s onereeler titled Brain Washington received two awards
during its presentation at International film festivals.
Currently, Anna’s passion lies in her chosen subject
of film production and photo art. Her photography
works have captured the attention of several Armenian
and international art and film critics. In 2016, a Solo
Exhibition of Photography was held by Anna in
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Currently living in Brooklyn, NY, Anna has exhibitions
which have been rescheduled for 2021. These include
both The National Arts Club and The Whitney Museum
of American Art. The final dates are yet to be confirmed.
Derek Culley (AM): Alex AG on Manhattan Neighborhood
Network Lifestyle Channel (February 2020) looked
into and discussed your artistic achievements. Alex
referred to you as an experimental photographer
originally from Armenia, who is quickly taking the
European and American art world by storm with your
surreal and philosophical works. Alex and you looked
into the relationship of artwork and it’s perception by
the viewer, also into the nature of visual dynamics in
the relationship of the theoretical part of creating art.
Please discuss your creative process and that which is
new/different in your work.
Anna Khachatryan (Anna): Usually people are looking
for some kind of meaning behind my art, I don’t have
that with my work. I work directly from my head and
expand on some idea I had in creating the art…it’s
very improvisational. Sometimes it drives the team
crazy because they are looking for something very preplanned. Aside from a story board, hair style, makeup
and wardrobe, I improvise most of it. It’s like watching a
live performance or play as opposed to a movie.
AM: Please discuss briefly your participation regarding

the scheduled exhibition in Whitney Museum of
American art where you will showcase art works with
the first robot like human ‘Sophia’, made by Hanson
Robotics.
Anna: Right now, due to the pandemic, it’s is hard to
nail down exact timing for the exhibition with regards
to dates. However, the curator mentioned they are
targeting March 2021. I am working with an image
retoucher and editor, looking forward to the final
images. Hanson Robotics based in Hong Kong, remain
excited to see the final series of images. I originally
connected with the curator through Instagram where
I shared some of the raw images we independently
shot with ‘Sophia’. This led to an invitation and actual
commitment to be featured in The Whitney Museum of
American Art exhibition with Hanson Robotics.
AM: ‘Lollipop Girl’ as a work; is both simple and
sophisticated. Inspired colours are unique to your work.
Do you have a colour agenda when creating new work?
Please discuss.
Anna: ‘Lollipop Girl’ was shot in Armenia. The shoot took
place in the backyard of a house that was owned by an
interesting painter with whom I was collaborating with.
Before I start a shoot, I always see colours in my head
and then I put the colours together and pull clothing
that fits the colour.
‘Lollipop Girl’ is a symbol of childhood.
www.annakartwork.com - www.mnn.org
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IN FOUR WHEELS
VERITAS? PART II

The market lacks a clearly defined and uniformly accepted
standard. Legal precedent suggests that for a car to be
considered authentic, it has to have some part of the
original chassis with its original factory stamped number
on it. In all other material respects it may be rebuilt.
In Brewer v Mann, a car authenticity case concerning
a 1930 Bentley Speed Six, Mrs Mercedes Brewer, the
buyer, alleged that the car she purchased from the dealer
Stanley Mann did not correspond with the description
(a 1930 Bentley Speed Six) because it did not have the
original 1930 engine.

By Agata Becker
Constantine Cannon LLP
submissions state that the ‘subsequent inspection
and investigation revealed that the vehicle is
not authentic’ but no specific technical detail
is mentioned. The buyer issued a claim against
Seinfeld for misrepresentation who in turn filed a
claim against European Collectibles for fraudulent
practices in relation to the restoration of the car.
The case is ongoing.

Isn’t she lovely? The 1963 Ferrari 250 GTO, chassis number 4153, sold
in a private deal for $70m in 2018. It is amongst the only 36 Ferrari 250
GTOs ever produced between 1962 and 1964.- Photo credit: Raphael
Dauvergne
The collectible automotive market consists of many different players.
But it seems that regardless of their status and experience, vintage car
buyers of any background are equally exposed to authenticity issues.
No matter where one buys the collectible four wheels from, be it a
reputable auction house, restorer, dealer, or via private treaty sale:
issues can crop up in all corners of the market as recently discovered
by the comedian Jerry Seinfeld.
A seasoned classic car collector, Seinfeld purchased in 2012 a 1958
Porsche 356A 1500 GS/GT Carrera Speedster for US$ 1.2 million
from European Collectibles, a classic car restorer in California. He
subsequently sold it at auction through Gooding & Company in March
2016 for US$ 1.54 million. The auction catalogue described the car
as an ‘exceptionally rare 1500 GS/GT Carrera Speedster amongst the
finest restored examples of a highly sought-after four-cam Porsche’.
The corporate buyer, Fica Frio, subsequently tried to market the
car via a UK based dealer in classic Porsches. Ultimately, the dealer
was not comfortable marketing the car. Publicly available court
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Due diligence in classic car investing is critical. It is
not a standardised process but the buyer may seek
assistance from professional appraisers or marque
specialists whose daily routine involves around
looking for, verifying and documenting information
about collectible classic cars. A prospective,
knowledgeable buyer should ideally invest his own
time and adequately research as well as personally
inspect the vehicle or at least have it inspected in
detail by one or more professionals on his behalf.
A newly converted enthusiast should certainly seek
the assistance of expert advisors.
The older the car, the more room there is of course
for a patchy restoration history (and story!) and
therefore the more difficult it is to research, prove
and rely on the information provided. On the other
hand, collectors and their advisors today benefit
from access to online information which was
not available a few decades ago. The classic car
market is a global playground and information is
more readily exchangeable and instantaneously
accessible. However, because there is no regulatory
framework dealing with the specific problems that
arise in this market, various players are able to
put forth different ideas as to what constitutes an
‘original’ classic car.

The engine the car was sold with was restored to the
1930 Speed Six specification but was not the very engine
the car was originally born with. The judge held that
the originality of the engine was is not material to the
provenance or authenticity of the vintage car. Despite
this clarification, however, the question remains how
much restoration is permitted before a car is no longer
considered to be authentic.
Adding to or following from the general lack of regulation
of the collectible automotive market, the underlying
asset value naturally fuels the temptation for unethical
restoration practices exposing buyers to potential defects
in authenticity and/or provenance which in turn lead to
potentially significant financial losses or painful litigation.
Most car authenticity related disputes tend to get
resolved away from court and are settled confidentially.
This is not overly helpful for prospective buyers as there is
little precedent of how such issues are dealt with or what
the guiding principles regarding vintage car authenticity
are. Is there room, then, for a supranational organisation
capable of taking on the mammoth task of attempting to
regulate the four-wheel collectibles market? Perhaps such
initiative will come to pass at some point in the future
(consider the Ferrari or Porsche authentication efforts).
For now, though, caveat emptor places much of the
burden on the buyer: don’t get caught in the rush of
owning something rare and special without adequate
provenance research and authenticity checks. The
underlying asset value and a potential headache down
the line certainly merit adequate due diligence prior to
purchase. Cars are passion investments, but diligence in
finding the right one with a clean story does pay off.
Agata Becker was a summer associate with the Art and
Cultural Property Law Group at Constantine Cannon LLP
in London. She works as a consultant lawyer for an Art &
Cultural Property law firm in Zurich, Switzerland.
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